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The Teachers Creed 
I believe in boys and girls, the men and women of a great 
tomorrow; that whatsoever the boy soweth the man shall 
reap. I believe in the curse of ignorance, the efficiency 
of schools, in the dignity of teaching, and in the joy of 
serving others. I believe in wisdom as revealed in human 
lives as well as in the pages of a printed book, in lessons 
taught, not so much by precept as by example, in ability 
to work with the hands as well as to think with the head, 
in everything that makes life large and lovely. I believe 
in beauty in the school room, in the home, in daily life, 
and out-of-doors. I believe in laughter, in love, in faith, 
in all ideals and hopes that lure us on. I believe that 
every hour of every day we receive a just reward for all 
we do. I believe in the present and its opportunities, in 
the future and its promises, and in the divine joy of living. 
EDWIN OSGOOD GROVER. 
No conqueror can make the multitude different from what 
it is; no statesman can carry the world's affairs beyond the 
ideas and capacities of the generation of adults with which 
he deals; but teachers-I use the word in the widest sense 
- can do more than either conqueror or statesman; they 
can create a new vision and liberat~ the latent powers of 
our kind. 
H. G. WELLS. 
The Joy of Teaching 
If an Agassiz finds pleasure in digging among fossils in 
order that he may interpret the great story of prehistoric 
life; if a John Thoreau by Waldenpond is delighted with 
, his studies of bugs and beetles; if a John Burroughs on 
his little patch of ground in the valley of the Mohawk 
glories in his life among the birds and bees; if a Luther 
Burbank is enraptured with his work of transforming a 
worthless desert cactus into an edible fruit, or in pro-
ducing sweeter rose or fairer lily; if these and other 
workers, whose names are legion, revel in the love of their 
wo.rk-then by what term shall we designate the joy that 
should be the teacher's who works not with mere fossils, 
nor with bugs or beetles, nor with birds, bees, or flowers, 
but with the child who is at once the most complex, the 
most plastic, the most beautiful, the most wonderful of all 
God's creation. Yes, it's a wonderful thing to be a 
teacher; it's a great thing to teach school. 
FRANK W. SIMONDS. 
Minnesota State Teachers College Board 
EDWIN J. JONES, President - - -
STEPHEN H. SOMSEN, Resident Director -
ISAAC N. TOMPKINS, Resident Director -
ALVAH EASTMAN, Resident Director -
0. J. HAGEN, Resident Director 
HUGH J. McCLEARN, Resident Director -
R. H. SCHUMAKER, Resident Director -
ORREN E. SAFFORD 
JAMES M. McCONNELL, State Commiss ioner of 










College Calendar for 1926-1927 
Summer Session 
Registration: .................... .. ..... ................... ... .. ........ ...... Wednesday, June 9, 192 
Class work begins ............................. ... .. ...................... Thursday, June 1 0, 19 2 
Session ends ............................................................... Wednesday, July 21, 19 2 
, Fall Quarter 
Registration ............... .. .. ................. .... .... .. ... .. ..... .... Tuesday, September 7, 1921 
Class work begins .............................................. Wednesday, September 8, 1921 
Quarter ends... ....... ... . . .. ...... ............... ... .... Wednesday, November 24, 1921 
Winter Quarter 
Registration of new students .. .. .. ... ................ ......... Monday, November 29, 192( 
Class work begins ............................ ... ... .............. Tuesday, November 30, 1926 
Christmas vacation begins ................ ... .... ......... Wednesday, December 22, 1926 
Class work resumed ........ ......... .... ... ........ .... .. ......... ..... Tuesday, January 4, 1927 
Quarter ends .. .. .............. .. ........ .. .......................... ........... Friday, March 4, 1927 
Spring Quarter 
ClaH work begins .... ..... .... .. .. .. .. ......... .. ....... ................... Monday, March 7, 1927 
Easter vacation begins ............................ ... ............... , .. .... .. Friday, April 8, 1927 
Class work resumed ........ .. ...... ... ........ .. .... ............ ...... ... Tuesday, April 19, 1927 
Commencement .... .... ....... ...... .. ............. .. ................ . .. .. ... Thursday, June 2, 1927 
Faculty 
JOSEPH CLIFTON BROWN ..... .... . .................... President 
A. B., Hanover College; A. M., Teachers College, Columbia University; 
Graduate Student, University of Chicago and Columbia. 
Teacher in high schools and superintendent of Schools, Indiana; Mathe-
matics Department, Eastern Illinois State Normal School, Charles• 
ton; Supervisor of Mathematics, Horace Mann Schools, New York 
City; Teacher of Mathematics, Summer School, Teachers College, 
Columbia University; Dire·ctor of Training School for Teachers, Uni-
versity of Illinois; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1916-
JOHN E. TALBOT ......... ......... Director of Training 'Department 
A. B., Nebraska Wesleyan University; A. M., Teachers College, Columbia 
University; Graduate Student, University of Nebraska, University of 
Chicago, and Columbia University. 
Teacher in rural schools, grades, and high schools, and superintendent of 
schools, Nebraska; Assistant Superintendent of United States Govern• 
ment Schools, Canal Zone, Panama; Director of Training Depart• 
. ment, State Normal College, Bowling Green, Ohio; State' Teachers 
College, St. Cloud, 19 2 1-
ELSP A M. DOPP ... ........ ... ........ . ..... .......... Literature 
Normal School, Oshkosh, Wis.; M. L., University of Mich.; Graduate 
Student, University of Chicago. 
Rural Schools of Wisconsin; Teacher in High School, New Lisbon, Prairie 
du Chien, and Manitowac, Wis., State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 
1896-
BEULAH DOUGLAS ..................... Supervisor of Kindergarten 
Graduate, Milwaukee Kindergarten Training School; Student, University 
of Minn.; University of Chicago; Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity. 
Kindergarten Director, Milwaukee; Primary Teacher, Minneapolis; Princi• 
pal of Milwaukee Vacation School; Instructor, summer session, Uni-
versity of Minnesota; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1902-
GEORGE H. LYNCH ..... . ...................... Physical Education 
Graduate, State Teachers College, St. Cloud; Student, Harvard Summer 
School; Notre Dame School for Coaches. 
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 19 03-
P APE L. QUAYLE ..... .. ............. ... ...... .. · .... . Psychology 
A. B., University of California; Graduate Student, University of Chicago. 
Grade Teacher, Moberly, Mo.; Department of English, State Normal 
School, Warrensburg, Mo.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1903-
ALBERTINA C. ANDERSON .... .. .. .... Supervisor in Training School 
Graduate, State Teachers College, St. Cloud; Student, University of Minn., 
and Teachers College, Columbia University. 
Teacher and Grade Principal, St. Cloud, Minn.; State Teachers College, 
St. Cloud, 1905-
JULIA E. BOOTH ....... . ... . .. .. ..... . . .. ............. Literature 
B. S., Teachers College, Columbia University; Graduate Student, Uni-
versity of Chicago. 
Teacher and Principal of High School, Marshall, Minn.; State Teachers 
College, St. Cloud, 1905-
BLANCHE E. ATKINS ...... .. ............ . ... Principles of Education 
Graduate, State Teachers College, St. Cloud; Student, University of Minn., 
Ph. B., Hamline University; Student, Teachers College, Columbia 
University. 
Teacher in grades and vacation schools, Minneapolis; Instructor, Univer-
sity of ty1inn.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 190 6-
EV ALIN PRIBBLE ..... ... .. . ... .......... . ....... . . . .... English 
Graduate, Teachers College, Winona; B. S., Teachers College, Columbia 
University. 
Grade Schools of Sauk Centre and Anoka, Minn.; State Teachers College, 
St. Cloud, 1906-
LEONARD A. WILLIAMS ....... .............. .. .. . .. Industrial Arts 
Student, New York University; Student, New York School of Fine and 
Applied Arts. 
Draftsman and Designer, Dixon, Ill.; Experimental Department Machinist 
and Shop Foreman, Dixon, Ill. ; Director of Manual Arts, Dixon. lll.; 
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1907-
CARRIE E. MINICH .... . .... . ....... .. .. ... ...... ..... .. Fine Arts 
Student, Art Institute, Chic,ago; Academy of Fine Arts and Prang School, 
Chicago; Special Student, Design Art Institute, Chicago; Applied 
Arts School, New York City; Student, University of Chicago. 
Studio Teaching, Paola, Kan.; Supervisor of Drawing, Brainerd, Minn., 
and Billings, Mont. ; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1908-
DARIUS STEWARD ............. ............. ..... . ...... . History 
A. B , Dartmouth College, 
Rural Schools of New England and Minnesota; Grade Principal, Garden 
City, Mankato, and St. Charles, Minn.; Supt. of Schools, Rochester, 
Minn., Fargo, N. D ., and Stillwater, Minn.; State Teachers College, 
St. Cloud, 1908-
CARRIE BARDEN .... .. .... ..... . .... ...... . .. English Composition 
A. B., Upper Iowa University.; A. M., University of Michigan. 
Principal, High School, Waukon, Iowa; English Department, Oshkosh 
Normal School; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 191 0-
CHARLOTTE M. KN,UDSON ........................... Rural School 
Graduate, State Teachers College, St. Cloud; Student, University of Min-
nesota and University of Chicago, 
Rural Schools of Minn.; Grade Teacher, Pelican Rapids; Teacher and 
Grade Principal, St. Cloud, Minn.; County Superintendent, Otter Tail 
County, Minn.; Instructor summer session, University of Minnesota; 
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1912-
STELLA R. ROOT ......................................... Music 
Ph. B., and P ~. M., Hillsdale College, Michigan ; Diploma, American Insti-
tute of Normal Methods in Music, Evanston, Ill.; Student, New 
England Conservatory, Bp ston, Mass.; Walter Spry Music School, 
Chicago, Illinois. 
Supervisor of Music, Jackson, Mich., Springfield, and Peoria, Ill . ; Director 
of Music, School of Education, University of Chicago; State Teachers 
College, St. Cloud, 19 1 3-
CLIFFORD 0. BEMIS ............. . ......... .. ........ Mathematics 
Graduate, State Teachers College, St. Cloud; B. A. , University of Minn.; 
Graduate Student, University of Minn. 
Teacher and Principal, Public Schools, Minnesota; State Teachers Col-
lege, St. Cloud, 1914-1917, 1919-
HELEN HILL ..•.... . .... . ... . .......................•• Language 
Graduate, State Teachers College, St. Cloud; A. B., University of Minn.; 
Graduate Student, Teachers College, Columbia University; Univer· 
sity of California. 
English, St. Cloud High School: State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1915-
KARL ADAMS-American Government and Assistant Director of Summer 
Session 
B. "S., Ohio University. 
High School, Moline, Ill.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 19 16-
EDITH E. GRANNIS ....................•............... Librarian 
Student Hamline University; A. B., University of Wisconsin; Certificate, 
New York State Library School. 
Assistant Librarian, State Teachers College, Mankato; Librarian, High 
School, Buhl, Minn.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1917-
ETHEL G. GRAVES ..........................•...•.•.•• Geography 
Graduate, State Teachers College, St. Cloud; A. B., University of Minne-
sota; Graduate Student, Univ:ersity of Chicago. 
Rural Schools of Minn.; Grade Schools: Warren, Minn.; Teacher in High 
School, Sauk Centre, Minn.; Supervising Principal, Two Harbors, 
Minn.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 19 I 8-
VERA BLIVEN ......... . ...... . .. . .... Supervisor in Training School 
Graduate, State Teachers College, St. Cloud; Student, University of Min-
nesota, University of Chicago. 
Grade Teacher, Fairmont and Chisholm, Minn.; State Teachers College, 
St. Cloud, 19 19-
G EORG E w. FRIEDRICH .... ... .. . ... . . ...... . ......•...• Biology 
B. A.,' Ripon Coll"ege; Graduate Student, University of Wisconsin; M. S., 
University of Chicago; Post-graduate student, University of Chicago. 
Science, High Schools of lllinois and Wisconsin; Central High School, 
Superior, Wisconsin; University of Chicago High School; State 
Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1921-
LEWIS G. V ANDER VELDE ....... .. . .. . ... History and Dean of Men 
A. B., A. M., University of Michigan. 
Rural Schools of Michigan; Teaching Assistant, University of Mich.; His-
tory and Civics, Culver Military Academy, Pawling School, Pawling, 
New York and, Northwestern High School, Detroit, Mich.; State 
Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1921-
MAMIE R. MARTIN ..... ..... ... . .. . .. .. .... . ... Associate Librarian 
A. B., Ohio Wesleyan University; Certificate, New York State Library 
School. 
Teacher in High School, Alma, Wisconsin; Librarian, Emerson High 
School Branch, Gary, Indiana; Cataloger, Public Library, Aurora, 
Indiana; Librarian, Public Library, Clinton, Indiana; State Teachers 
College, St. Cloud, 1922-
JOHN R. McCRORY ... ....... .. ... . .................... Psychology 
Graduate, State Normal School, Oshkosh, Wisconsin; B. A., University of 
Wisconsin; A. M., University of Wisconsin. 
Principal and Superintendent, Public Schools, Wisconsin; Extension Divi-
sion, University of Wisconsin; Assistant, School of Education, Uni-
versity of Wisconsin; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1922-
EDITH B. COWIN ....... Assistant Director of Training, Primary Grades 
Graduate, State Teachers College, Winona; A. B., University of Minne-
sota; Graduate Student, Teachers College, Columbia University. 
Teacher of Kindergarten, Hibbing, Minn.; Grades, Glencoe and Minne-
apolis, Minn. ·; Reconstruction Aide in Occupation Therapy, Base 
Hospital, Camp Pike, Ark. and U. S. Army Hospital, Denver, Colo-
rado, State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1922-
MABEL A. PAULL .. .... Assistant Director of Training, Cadet Teaching 
Graduate, Iowa State Teachers College; Student, University of Colorado; 
A. B., and A. M, University of Iowa. 
Teacher in Rural Schools and Grades, Principal of High School, and 
Superintendent of Schools, Iowa; Research Assistant, College of 
Education, University of Iowa; Supervisor of Grades, Denison, Iowa; 
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1922-
NORA J. SWAN ....................... Supervisor in Training School 
Graduate, State Teachers College, Cedar Falls, Iowa; Student, Washing-
ton University; Student, Chicago University. 
Rural Schools of South Dakota; Grade Schools, Iowa; Everett and Seattle, 
Washington, and Minneapolis, Minnesota; State Teachers College, 
St. Cloud, 1922-
LEILA M. ROBINSON .... ... .. .. . ..... ................ Penmanship 
Graduate, Gorham Normal School, Maine; Palmer School of Penmanship, 
New York City; Student, Hyannis Normal School, Massachusetts; 
Teachers College, Columbia University. 
Rural Schools and grades, Maine; Grades and Non-English Speaking Class, 
Attleboro, Massachusetts; Madison Academy, Madison, and grades, 
South Orange, New Jersey; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 
1923-
LESLIE D. ZELENY ... . . ..... . . . ... .................. : .. Sociology 
B. S., University of Minnesota; A . M ., Columbia University; Graduate stu-
dent, University of Minnesota and Columbia University. 
Social settlement work, Minneapolis and New York; recreational instruc-
. tor and principal of private vacation school, Minneapolis; Assistant 
Scout Executive, Boy Scouts of America, Minneapolis; Military 
Forces, U. S. A ., 2 years; research assistant, University of Minne-
sota; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1923-
LEILA J . JORGENSEN ...... ....... ... ........ .. . Associate in Music 
Bachelor of Music, American Conservatory of Music, Chicago, Illinois; 
Voice Student, Karleton Hackett; Piano Student, Silvio Scionti; 
Student, Mt. St. Clare College, Clinton, Iowa. 
Studio and teaching, Delmar and Clinton, Iowa; State Teachers College, 
St. Cloud, 1923-
FLORENCE KELLY ZELENY ............. . . . .. . . Reading and Speech 
A. B., University of Michigan. 
Grade Teacher, Ann Arbor, Mich.; County Normal Supervisor, Port 
Huron, Mich.; Instructor in English, Ferris Institute; State Teachers 
College, Ypsilanti, Mich. ; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1923-
AGNES H. KERLIN ... ... ...... ' ........ Supervisor in Training School 
Ph. B., University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. ; Graduate Student, Toledo 
University, Toledo, Ohio. 
Grade Schools and Americanization Teacher, Public Schools, Toledo, 
Ohio; Staie Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1923-
JULIA E. NORRIS ...........•....... , . Supervisor in Training School 
Graduate, State Teachers College, Kalamazoo, Michigan; Ph. B., Univer• 
sity of Chicago, 
Teacher in rural schools, city grades, special teacher of English in upper 
grades; Supervisor, State Normal College, Emporia, Kansas; Super• 
visor, State Normal College, Dillon, Montana; State Teachers Col-
lege, St. Cloud, 1923-
G LADYS V. CHAPIN .. .... , ............ Supervisor in Training School 
Student, Columbia University; B. S., University of Minnesota, 
·Supervisor, State Teachers College, Bemidji, Minnesota; Supervisor, State 
Teachers College, Spearfish, South Dakota; State Teachers College, 
St. Cloud, 1924-
JU ANITA DA VIES .. ..... ....... . ... . . . . .. . ...... Associate in Music 
Graduate, Ripon College School of Music, Ripon, Wisconsin; American 
Institute of Normal Methods, Evanston, lllinois; Piano and Accom-
panying, Edgar Nelson, Chicago, ·]II.; Piano, H. Ray Palmer, Minne• 
apolis, Minnesota. 
Private Piano Teaching; Teacher and Supervisor of Music, Hinsdale, III.; 
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 19 24-
L . RUTH CADWELL . .... ...... . . .. . ... Supervisor in Training School 
Iowa State Teachers College, A. B., and Supervisor's Diploma ; Post-Grad-
uate Student, Iowa State Teachers College, 
Teacher in rural schools, grades, and high schools of Iowa; Supervisor 
in Iowa State Teachers College; Miami University, Oxford, Ohio ; 
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1924-
ROSJ:il E. PARKER .. Assistant Director of Training, Intermediate Grades 
A. B., University of North Dakota; A . M., University of Chicago, 
Rural Schools, Teacher and Principal of Grade Schools, North Dakota; 
Superintendent of consolidated town schools, North Dakota, State 
Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1924-
LILLIAN M. BUDGE ...... : ............ Supervisor of Teaching Center 
Graduate, State Normal School, Valley City, N. D.; A. B., University of 
North . Dakota. 
Grades, High School and Americanization Work, East - Grand Forks, 
N. D.; Minneapolis, and Panama Canal Zone; Assistant, North 
Dakota State Department of Education; State Teachers College, St. 
Cloud, 1924-
PERCY C. McCHESNEY . . .. . , . . ... . .... . Supervisor of Cadet Training 
Student, University of Minnesota; A . B., Carleton College, Northfield, 
Minnesota. 
Teacher is rural schools and grades; Teaching of Public Speaking in High 
Schools, Principal of High Schools, Superintendent of Schools, Min-
nesota; State Teachers College, St, Cloud, 1924-
DOROTHY SKEWES . .. ... ... .... .... ...... . .... .... . ... ... Nurse 
B. S. , and Graduate Nursing, University of Minnesota; Public Health 
Nursing, University of Minnesota; Registered Nurse, Minnesota. 
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 19 24-
MILDRED McCHESNEY .. ... .. . . ...... . . .... ... English Composition 
A . B., Grinnell College, Iowa; Graduate Student, University of Minnesota. 
Teacher and Principal in High Schools of Iowa and Minnesota; State 
Teachers College , St. Cloud, 1924-
LOUISA A. VAN DYKE ....................... Principles of Education 
Butler College, Indiana; A. B., University of Michigan; A , M., Iowa State 
University; Graduate Student, University of Michigan, Iowa State 
University, and Iowa State Teachers College; Student, Wichita Con-
servatory of Music, Kansas; Ottumwa Conservatory, Iowa; Music 
Department of Iowa State Teachers College, 
Teacher of Mathematics, Butler College, Indiana, and High Schools of 
South Dakota and Iowa, Indiana, Kansas; Principles of Education 
and Psychology, State Normal School, Indiana, Pa ; Normal Training 
Supervisor, Ottumwa, Iowa; Institute Lecturer in Indiana, Kansas, 
and Iowa; Teacher, Iowa State Teachers College; State Teachers 
College, St. Cloud, 192 5-
BETH PORTER GARVEY . ...... . .. . .. . ...... . ..... Dean of Women 
A. B., Carleton College. Graduate Student, University of Minnesota. 
High School Instructor, LeRoy, Austin, Faribault, Minneapolis; Junior-
Senior High School Principal, Ortonville; Dean of High-School Stu-
dents, Albert Lea; Dean of Women, Rochester Junior College; Dean 
of Women, State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1925-
AGNES C. BROHAUGH .... . .......... . . Supervisor in Training School 
Graduate, State Teachers College, Moorhead, Minnesota; B. S., Univer-
sity of Minnesota; Graduate Student, University of Chicago. 
Teacher in Grades; Principal of Grade School, South St. Paul, Minnesota; 
County Superintendent, Norman County, Minnesota; Instructor in 
High School Teacher Training Departments, Minnesota; State 
Teachers College, St. Cloud, 19 2 5-
DUDLEY S. BRAINARD .......... .. History and School Administration 
B. A., Carleton College; M. A, University of Wisconsin; Graduate work, 
University of Minnesota and Columbia University. 
Superinten_dent of Schools at Slayton, Redwood Falls, and Fairmont, Minn. 
MERLE WILSON ....... . .. . ...... . .... Supervisor in Training School 
Graduate, Iowa State Teachers College, Cedar Falls, Iowa; B. S., Univer-
sity of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa. 
Teacher in rural schools of South Dakota and public schools of Sioux 
City, Iowa; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1925-
L. GENEICE HOLLIS ........ Director of Physical Education for Women 
Graduate, Physical Education, Iowa State Teachers College; B. A., Iowa 
State Teachers College, Student, University of Wisconsin. 
Instructor in Physical Education, Iowa State Teachers College, 
1925. Summer Extension Schools, 1924. Extension Work in 
cal Education, Iowa State Teachers College, 1922-25. 




DORA C. PERRY . . ........ . ........... Supervisor in Training School 
A. B., Cornell College, Mt. Vernon, Iowa; M. S ., Cornell University, 
Ithaca, New York; Graduate Student, University of Minnesota, 
Teacher in rural schools and high schools; Supervisor, State Teachers 
College, Moorhead, Minn.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1925-
, 
MYRL CARLSEN . . . .. ...... .. . Supervisor of Music in Tra ining School 
B. A., Carleton College, Northfield, M inn. ; Music Supervisor's Diploma, 
Carleton College; American Institute of Normal Methods, Evanston, 
lllinois. 
Music Supervisor at Northwood, Armstrong, and LaPorte City, Iowa. 
Private Piano Teaching. State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1926-
Business Officers 
Alvah Eastman .... .. . . ............ . . · .... .. . . .. . . Resident Director 
Joseph C. Brown ........... . .... -......................•. Pt'eside.nt 
Gertrude Cam bell ........... . ... · ..... . . : .............. Accountant 
Anne Wikeen ....................................... · .... Secretary 
Lillian Lind .. . ..... . .. . ................. . . . .. Assistant Accountant 
Eva Foss ......... . ........... . ........................ Secretary 
Anna Marie Hart ......... . ... . . . .................. Office Assistant 
Grace Smith ..... . ...... . ......................... . ..... Assistant 
Angela Walsh ...... . . . ............. ... ... Training School Secretary 
Ellen Ready ... ...... . .. .. .. .. . .. ... . . House Director, Lawrence Hall 
Bertha Sharp . ....... .. ........ ... .. House Director, Shoemaker Hall 
Additional Instructors, Summer Session, 1925 
Elizabeth Guerney, Wilmington, Delaware. 
Elizabeth Clark, Principal, High School, St. Cloud, Minn. 
Ross Young, Principal, John Marshall High School, Minneapolis, Minn. 
Welthie Buker, City Supervisor, St. Cloud, Minn. 
John Williams, Industrial Supervisor, Oak Park, Ill. 
Standing Committees of the F acuity 
Lectures and Entertainment--
Mr. Adams, Mr. Friedrich , Miss Hill, Miss Booth, Miss Root, Mr. 
Talbot. 
Athletics-
Mr. Lynch, Miss Hollis , Mr. Friedrich, Mr. Bemis, Mr. Zeleny. 
Social Affairs-
Mrs. Garvey, Miss Parker, Miss Hollis, Miss Anderson, Mr. 
Student Welfare--
Adams, Mr. McCrory, Mr. Talbot, Mr. Lynch, Mr. Van-
derVelde. 
Mr. VanderVelde, Mrs. Garvey, Mrs. Sharp, Miss Ready, Miss 
Paull, Miss Knudson, Miss Graves, Mr. McCrory. 
· Literary Societies-
Miss Dopp, and faculty advisors of the societies. 
Publicity-
Mr. Williams, Miss Hill 
Library-
Miss Quayle , Miss Grannis, Miss Atkins, Miss Douglas, Miss Booth 
Curriculum-
Mr. Talbot, Mr. Brainard, Miss Parker, Miss Paull, Miss Quayle. 
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14 STA TE TEACHERS COLLEGE 
HISTORY 
The institution was opened in 1869 as the St. Cloud State Normal 
School. In 1921 the name was changed to the St. Cloud Teachers College. 
The college has more than 5,500 graduates . It is the largest of the 
Minnesota Teachers Colleges and is one of the largest teachers colleges in 
the central west. The college is on the list of institutions accredited by 
the North Central Association of Schools and Colleges and is a member of 
the American Association of Teachers Colleges. 
Location 
The college is located in the City of St. Cloud which has a population 
of about 20 ,000. St. Cloud is on the transcontinental lines of the Great 
Northern and the Northern Pacific Railways. Branch lines also pass 
through the city. Bus lines furnish hourly transportation to Minneapolis 
and St. Paul over the paved Jefferson Highway and J:iusses run at frequent 
intervals from St. Cloud to most of the larger cities and towns of Central 
Minnesota. St . Cloud is one of the most easily accessible of the cities in 
the state. 
Purpose of the College 
The college is maintained by the State of Minnesota for the purpose 
of preparing teachers for the public schools. The college i,s, there,fore, a 
professional institution. 
Curricula Offered 
The college . offers the following curricula: 
1. A two-year curriculum for high-school graduates, leading to the ad-
vanced diploma. This curriculum prepares students to teach in the 
kindergarten, in the first eight grades of the public schools, fo<r 
principalships, and for the special fields of physical education, music, 
industrial arts, and rural educa,tion. In the special fields of physical 
education, music, and industrial arts, graduates are licensed to teach 
in high schools also. 
2. A three-year curriculum for high-school graduates, leading to special 
diplomas in industrial arts and in music. 
A four-yea r curriculum leading to the degree of Bachelor of Edu-
cation. Such a curriculum will provide special training for elemen-
tary teachern, and for teachers in junior high schools. There is no 
intention of weakening or abandoning the two-year curriculum. For 
some years the majority of the grade teachers of Minnesota will have 
a two-year curriculum as their maximum preparation. A number of 
city systems , however, a·re paying for additional professional training. 
Many ambitious teachers who have the advanced diploma plan to 
continue their work for the degree. 
QUARTERS AND CREDITS : The r egular quarters are twelve weeks 
and the summer session is six weeks in length. Recitation periods are 
fifty minutes. Classes meet four times per week during the regular quar-
ters and daily during the summer' session. 
Admission 
TIME OF ENTRANCE : Students may enter at the beginning of any 
quarter ,or at the ,beginning of the summer session and pursue their work 
until graduation. 
ST. CLOUD, MINNESOTA 
Entrance Requirements 
15 
Admission to the two-year curriculum or the four-year curriculum of 
the Teachers Colleges is by certificate or by examination. 
1. BY CERTIFICATE. Graduates of the following classes of schools 
may be admitted on the presentation of certificates of graduation, 
provided that at least eleven unit credits shall be in ihe usual aca-
demic subjects. 
a. Minnesota state high schools. 
b. Minnesota high-school departments maintaining full four-
year courses approved by the State Department of Educa-
tion. 
c. Private schools accredited for admission by the University 
of Minnesota. 
d. Schools, public or private, of another state which are ac-
credited for admission by the State University of that state. 
2. BY EXAMINATION. A person whose preparation is not included 
under the above may be admitted only by examination. Such exami-
nation, to be determined by the faculty, shall cover the subjects ordi-
narily included in a well balanced four-year high-school course, and 
,shall be so standardized as to be uniform in the several colleges for 
the same subjects, provided that a ,passing mark in a State Board 
examil).ation may be accepted in lieu of examination in any subject. 
Applicants for admission must submit a statement of their credits, 
certified by the superintendent or principal ,of the high school from which 
they were graduated. A perforated bank for this purpose will be found 
at the back of this catalog. 
Advanced Standing 
No standings are credited from first-class certificates or for under-
graduate work in high schools. Credits for regular college and university 
work are accepted if they apply on the curriculum. 
High-School Training Department Graduates 
The St. Cloud State Teachers College will grant students who gradu-
ate from teacher-training departments of Minnesota high schools one year 
of credit provided: 
1. That such students shall have graduated from a teacher-training 
department which i,s maintained strictly on a graduate basis. 
2. That students shall have had one yea,r of successful rural teaching 
experience after completing the post-graduate work in the teacher-train• 
ing department. 
(No advanced credits will be allowed to graduates of teacher-training 
departments in high schools who have not taught successfully for at least 
one school year following graduation from the training department.) 
3. That the students shall successfully complete at least two consecu-
tive quarters in the St. Cloud State Teachers College. 
Graduates who are .entitled to a year of credit are required to earn 
credit in the teachers college in the following: English composition, litera-
ture, principles of education, psychology I and II, sociology, teaching, two 
of the following four: arithmetic, geography, grammar, history, reading 
and speech, penmanship. 
A student who has not been able to maintain an average of at least 
80 in high school should not consider entering St. Cloud Teachers College. 
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Preferred High-School Work 
The following named high-school subjects are urged as desired pre-
requisites: English, 4 years; biology (botany or zoology, and physiology), 
1 year; physical science (physics or chemistry), 1 year; history (modern 
or ancient), 1 year. In addition, certain other preliminary subjects are 
strongly recommended, in the order of preference, as follows: United 
States history and American government, 1 year; algebra, 1 year; geome-
try, 1 year; language (modern or ancient), 2 years; social science, ½ 
year; drawing, ½ year; music, 1 year; industrial subjects, 1 year. Satis• 
factory ability in spelling and penmanship. 
Correspondence Credits 
At present the college does not offer correspondence courses. Not 
more than eight quarter hours of either corres,pondence or extension 
credits (or both) may be applied towards the diploma. 
Health 
The heal,th of the students is given special attention. The college 
maintains a resident nurse who devotes her time to protecting the health 
of the students. She may be consulted by the students without charge. 
The courses in physical education emphasize wholesome recreation 
and good he•alth. 
No ch'arge is made for medical supplies used by the nurse. 
It is desired that each entering student present a certificate of recent 
vaccination. 
Parents may send their sons and daughters to this college with the 
assurance that their health will lie carefully protected. 
Diplomas, Certificates, Degree 
THE DIPLOMA: The diploma granted on the completion of one of 
the two-year curricula is valid by law as a license to teach in the ele-
mentary grades for two years from its date. After two years of suc-
cessful teaching this diploma, indorsed by the president of the college 
gr.anting it and by the State Commissione,r of Education, becomes a first-
class certificate for life. The advanced diploma entitles its holder to 
teach in any elementary grade of the public schools and to serve as a 
principal of a state elementary graded school. 
No student is entitled to receive a diploma from a Minnesota Teachers 
College who has not satisfactorily completed a year of resident study in 
a teachers college of the state. A student must be in residence at least 
two quarters in the college which grants the diploma. 
INDORSEMENT OF DIPLOMA: A fee of one dollar is required from 
each applicant for the indorsement of a college diploma. 
FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES: A first-class certificate, valid for 
two years, may be granted to students who complete one year of the two-
year rur,al school curriculum, if their work has been of such quality as to 
commend them for teaching. Recipients of first-class certificates must be 
at least eighteen years of age. · 
These certificates may be rerfewed for a period of five years after one 
year of successful teaching and the presentation of two State Reading 
Circle cerUficates. 
THE DEGREE: The St. Cloud Teachers College is authorized by 
law to grant a degree. Information relative to the four-year curriculum 
and the degree will be found on other pages of this catalogue. 
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Graduates of high schools who complete a two-year curriculum are 
given two years of credit in the College of Education of the University of 
Minnesota and may graduate from that college in two years. At least 
one year of credit is given in the College of Science, Literature and Arts. 
Grading 
The work of the students is graded according to the following divi-
sions: grade A meaning excellent; B, very good; C, average; D;passing; 
E, failing. In transcribing marks, the following per cent equivalents of 
these le-tters have been agreed upon: 93 per cent for A, 87 per cent for 
B, 82 per cent for C, 77 per cent for D, 74 per cent for E. 
Honor Points 
The following system of honor points is used: A, three points; B, 
two points; C, one point; D, no points. A student must have at least 
as many honor points as credits in the prerequisites for teaching before he 
is assigned to student teaching and as many honor points as credits before 
he is graduated from any curriculum. The courses which are prerequisites 
to student teaching are those designated for the first year in the respective 
curricula. For graduation two of these honor points must be in student 
teaching. 
The honor point requirements apply to candidates for graduation in 
June, 1926, and thereafter. 
Students entering from other colleges must have an average of C in 
their previous college work. They must receive as many honor points as 
credits at the St. Cloud State Teachers College. 
Students who are found to be especially deficient in oral or written 
English or in s·pe!ling will be required to do special work in these subjects 
without extra credit. The college will not recommend students who are 
deficient in these subjects and comiequently the opportunity to correct 
such deficiencies should be regarded as a privilege. 
Students should not expect to receive credit for work unless they are 
regular and punctual in attendance at all classes and at the assembly 
exercises. All absences and tardinesses must be accounted for. 
General Information 
New students should use the blank in the back of this catalogue for 
submitting their high-school records. This blank must be filled out and 
signed by the superintendent or principal of the high-school. Students 
are urged to obtain from the school superintendent or high school prin-
cipal a statement recommending them as desirable students for a teachers' 
college. It is very important that students enter the opening day of a 
quarter. 
New Students 
Students who are entering the college for the first time should bring 
with them high-school credits, diplomas, and such ce·rtificates as they may 
have from the High School Board, and state teache,rs' certificates. These 
standings should be presented at the office of the registrar the first day 
of the quarter. 
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An Advisory System has been instituted at the College which makes 
it possible for each student to receive, throughout his course, the guidance, 
encouragement, and help needed. 
The college offers curricula which prepare teache,rs for graded and 
ungr,aded schools ranging from the kindergarten through the eighth grade 
and junior high school and, under special conditions, for high-school 
work. Curricula for the p,reparation of teachers of industrial arts, music, 
and rural education, and for the training of supervisors and departmental 
teachers are maintained. 
There are five daily sessions each week. 
Evening study hours are observed, except at week-ends . 
The strict obse,rvance of study hours is of great importance. 
The college maintains high scholastic standards and special attention 
is given to the development of proper study habits. 
Students whose physical condition is such that they are seriousl)' 
handicapped in school work and those who found great difficulty in doing 
their high-school work successfully should not plan to enter the insti-
tution. 
The Dormitories 
The college has two modern dormitories for young women, Lawrence 
Hall and Shoemaker Hall. These dormitories are located on the campus 
overlooking the Mississippi River. In these dormitories the young women 
may enjoy the influences of a cultured home, and every effort is made to 
care for the health, comfort, and general welfare of the students. The 
dormitory atmosphere is one of good fellowship and refinement. 
Large living rooms are available for social gatherings. 
. There are laundries in the basements so that young women who desire 
may do their own washing and ironing. 
Rooms in the dormitories contain two closets each . Each room is 
supplied with lltudy table, reading lamp, chairs, two single beds•teads, 
springs, mattresses, pillows, pillow cases, sheets, blankets, spreads and 
dresser. Each student is expected to bring towels and a dresser scarf. 
The price of board and room is now $5.75 per week. All bills for 
board and room must be paid in advance by the month. No discount is 
made for absences of less than a week, except in case of the regular vaca-
tions as -indicated in the college c•alendar. 
The social life of young woinen receives special attention. There is 
opportunity for social service and helpfulness, which is of the greatest 
value to the young teacher. Good fellowship prevails. 
Dormitory rooms are not rented for less time than a college year 
except to those who graduate during the year. 
Preference in choice of rooms is given in the order of application. 
Students who wish to reserve a room at either of the dormitories are 
urged to make reservations at as early a date as possible. Application for 
rooms should be made to Miss Gertrude Cambell, Registrar. A money 
order for $5 .00 must accompany the request for a room. This deposit 
is later applied on a, monthly payment for board and room. 
Students who work for board ancl room in private homes are per-
mitted to carry three subjects only. 
Board and Room in Private Homes 
A faculty committee assists students to obtain desirable boarding and 
rooming places. Students are advised to personally inspect rooms before 
engaging them. The cost of board in private homes is from $ 5. 0 0 to $ 5. 5 0 
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a week. The price .of rooms varies from $12.00 to ·$18.00 a month, two 
in a room, each paying half of this amount. 
Students who do not board and room at homE! or at the dormitories 
are required to secure the approval of the Dean before engaging boarding 
and rooming places. 
It is understood that rooms in private homes are rented for the full 
quarter, unless other arrangements are specifically made in advance. All 
rooms are inspected by one of the college Deans. 
Young women who request permission to board at a down-town 
1·estaurant or hotel must first present a written request approved by 
parent or guardian. · 
The college authorities do not approve of young women taking their 
meals regularly at downtown restaurants or hotels. 
Students are not permitted to change their boardiii.g or rooming 
places without permission from the college autho1ities. 
Young men and women are not permitted to room in the same house. 
This applies also where the house is occupied by more than one family. 
Wh'en ,a student engages a rooming place, it is understood that he is 
not to change his room before the end of the quarter unless a specific 
agreement to the contrary is made with the householder. 
Expenses 
TUITION: Tuition is free to all students who sign a declaration of 
intention to teach for two years in the public schools of Minnesota. 
Those who do not sign such declaration of intention pay tuition at the rate 
of $10.00 per quarter. 
REGISTRATION FEE: The registration fee is $5.00 per quarter. 
STUDENT'S ACTIVITY FEE: A fee of $4.50 per quarter is paid 
by each student, and covers (1)-the use of text-books required in class-
work, the use O"f the library, laboratories, gymnasium, and general equip-
ment of the college; (2)--tickets of admission to lectures, concerts, and 
plays given as numbers on the regular entertainment course; ( 3 )-ath-
letic contests; (4)-the services of the college nurse; (5)-the college 
paper. 
All fees are payable in advance at the business office at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Reference Library 
The number of volumes in the library is about twenty-two thousand. 
The collection includes the standard books of the teaching profession ,and 
a balanced choice of the best books in other fields. A clipping file, forty-
five hundred pamphlets, one hundred thirty-five of the leading educa-
tional and general periodicals, representative news·papers, and government 
documents are other helpful parts of the library. The picture' collection 
which contains ·six thousand mounted and many unmounted pictures is a 
useful supplement to the library, A large file of bound magazines is 
another valuable feature . 
In the library office will be found the historical collection which 
illustrates the changes which have taken place in textbooks and methods. 
The reserve room is an indispensable part of the library. Here are 
shelved about five thousand books, some from the reference library, 
others from the text-book collection. These are books to which faculty 
members wish students to have immediate and certain access. In the 
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reserve room are also shelv,ed the supervisor's library and a collection of 
books reserved for tqe cadet teachers doing city teaching. 
From the main library, a view of the Mississippi and the picturesque 
country adjoining may be seen. 
Children's Room 
The children's room adjoins the main library. It is attractively and 
appropriately furnished. Here may be found more than four thousand 
carefully selected books for children. These are enjoyed by the children 
of the training school and they provide material in elementary fields for 
the studen,ts, especially the student teachers, and offer an opportunity 
to students to become acquainted with the best literature for children. 
Children's mag,azines, picture books for young readers, and illus-
trated editions of children's classics are interesting features of the 
children's room. · 
Courses and Publications 
Lessons in library technique planned to make students efficient users 
of books and libraries are given to all students by trained librarians. 
A summer credit course in school library methods is offered. 
Children's booklists, bibliographies on subjects of interest to teachers, 
and printed information about library procedure are issued. 
The Training School 
' An efficient. Teachers College must have adequate training-school 
facilities. Those who are to become teachers should have ample practice 
in teaching under typical school conditions. 
The campus training school at St. Cloud, known as Riverview School, 
supplemented by the elementary grades and junior high school of the St. 
Cloud public schools, furnishes unusually good opportunities for student 
teaching. Riverview School consists of eight grades and the kindergarten; 
it is essentially a pedagogical laboratory in which the methods of instruc-
tion and the pedagogical principles taught in the college are applied. 
Students observe well-trained teachers at work and they develop their 
craftsmanship in teaching by actual experiences under normal conditions. 
Students also teach in the city schools of St. Cloud under expert super-
vision. 
Entertainments 
COURSE OF ENTERTAINMENTS: The college maintains an enter-
tainment course and · some of the best lectures, concerts, and plays are 
given. " The fee, which is paid by all students, includes admission to all 
numbers of the entertainment course. 
SENIOR CLASS PLAY: A p1ay is presented each year by members 
of the senior class. Some of the plays that have been presented in recent 
years are: The Laughter of the Gods, by Dunsany; The Passing of the 
Third Floor Back, by Jerome; The Man Who Married a Dumb Wife, by 
France; Much Ado About Nothing; Twelfth Night; As You Like It; Mid-
summer Nights Dteam; Enter Madame, by Varesi and Byrne. Romeo 
and Juliet will be presented this year. 
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Wholesome social and recreational activities are encouraged. The 
faculty and the student social committee provide many interesting social 
events during the college year. Such social functions as the All-College 
Christmas Party, and the Junior-Senior Party are looked forward to with 
eagerness by the students. The various societies and clubs provide many 
interesting social affairs. An attractive social room has recently been 
equipped to serve as the social center for college activities. 
The "Big Sister" plan has been operating in the St. Cloud Teachers 
College for a number of years. Each new woman student is placed under 
the special care of a "big sister" who acts as friend and adviser, who 
extends to the entering student a cordial and hearty welcome. 
The Dean of Women and the Dean of Men cooperate with the stu-
dents and act as official advisers. 
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College Organizations 
The Women's Forum 
The Women's Forum offers the opportunity of open discusuion on 
topics of particular interest in current political affairs, government prob-
lems, and topics of world significance. Emphasis is placed on presenting 
all sides of each to,pic discussed. Meetings are held bi-monthly and mem-
bership is open to all women of the College. 
The Men's Forum 
The Men's Forum is an organization for the purpose of discussing 
current topics of national and international importance. Meetings are 
held bi-monthly. Membership is open to all men of the College. 
The Camera Kraft Club 
The Camera Kraft Club was organized for the purpose of acquainting 
the students of the college with the many possibilities which photography 
offers in helping to place proper emphasis on visual education in the 
pub1ic schools. A study of fine arts furnishes a background to guide the 
student in studying many of the problems which arise in modern indus-
trial and social conditions. Prospective members are asked to confer 
with Mr. L. A. Williams for further information about the Club as the 
membership is limited. 
Glee Clubs 
Glee Clubs with limited membership are maintained for women and 
for men. Early in the college year those who desire to become members 
of one of the glee clubs are given tests in voice, ear memory, sight read-
ing, and part singing. 
The glee clubs give a number of concerts during the year . 
Orchestra 
Tho·se who desire to become members of the college orchestra are 
urged to bring their orchestral instruments when they enter the college as 
the try-outs for membership are held early in the college year. The 
orchestra makes a number of public appearances during the year. 
Class instruction in violin and instruction in other orchestral instru-
ments are offered at nominal fees to students who wish to prepare for 
orchestral work. 
The Public Speaking and Debating Club 
The Public Speaking Club is a student organization, functioning with 
the co-operation of a faculty member. The purpose is to gain experience 
in debate, extemporaneous speaking, declamation, and reading. Meetings 
are held bi-monthly. 
The Art Club 
The Art Club holds bi-monthly meetings, at which time illustrated 
lectures from the American Federation of Arts and the State Art Society 
are given. Papers and talks are given by the students along the line of 
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study planned by the program committee. The club sponsors exhibits of 
Minnesota artists and art exhibits and lectures from abroad. 
The Art Club was organized to offer an opportunity to those who 
wish further study of Art than the curricula provide. Memb.ership is open 
to all who are interested. 
Young Women's Christian Association 
Young Women's Christian Association membership is open to all 
women of the college. The Association fosters the Big Sister Movement, 
European Student Relief, and church attendance. Both social and devo-
tional meetings are held. In some of these meetings American and world 
problems are discussed. The Association strives to increase good fellow-
ship on the campus and to broaden the outlook to world fellowship and 
understa~ding, 
The Newman Club 
The Newman Club is a member of the national Newman Club Society, 
which has branches in many of the colleges and universities of the country. 
The club is open to all Catholic students of the college. 
The club emphasizes both the social and the spiritual sides of college 
life. Parties, and social evenings combined with addresses by noted 
speakers make the club work interesting and valuable. 
The Shakespeare Club 
The Shakespeare Club was organized during the present college year. 
A series of lectures was given on Shakespeare. The subjects of the lec-
tures were: 
Shakespeare's London 
The Actor's Profession and His Stage 
Richard III 
Romeo and Juliet 
Othello 
The Man, Shakespeare 
Training for Boy Leadership 
The chief aim of this club is to teach young men how to lead boys in 
extra-curricular activities. The work is centered around a definite pro-
gram of scout activities. Men who finish this work success,fully are pre-
pared to take charge of a Boy Scout troop. The National Headquarters 
of the Boy Scouts of America grants a certificate for this work. 
Training for Camp Fire Guardians 
The training course for Camp Fire Guardians prepares a student to 
become a leader of a Camp Fire group. The class is so organized that 
practical work is given along the line of the Seven Crafts which are the 
bases of Camp Fire work. A certificate is granted to those completing 
the course. 
The "M" Club 
The "M" Club is an athletic organization for women students. Under 
the leadership of heads of various sports, the students qualify for mem-
bership by passing certain efficiency tests in athletics, sportsmanship, 
scholarship, and general health. Only those are eligible to membership 
who have earned an "M" granted by the State Department of Physical 
Education. 
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The Hiking Club 
The Hiking Club, popularly called the H. 0. P. Club, is a women's 
organization of twenty members, organized for the purpose of promoting 
hiking and good fellowship. Meetings of the club are held at regular 
intervals and all members are required to take a certain number of hikes 
each quarter. 
Literary Societies 
There are eight large literary societies. Each society elects a faculty 
supervisor and holds bi-monthly meetings. The programs for the year 
are planned early in the fall quarter and a serious study is made each year 
of some worthy topic. Each society presents one program during the 
year before the faculty and student group. 
The Museums 
One of the museums contains an attractive collection of mammals, 
butterflies, and insects. The college has a splendid collection of mounted 
birds of the well known orders. This collection adds distinctively to the 
rapidly growing biological museum. The herbarium contains hundreds 
of classified specimens. 
The geological museum contains a large collection of minerals and 
valuable fossils. 
Alumni Association 
The college has an active and loyal Alumni Association, the object of 
whlch is to continue the friendships of student days, to promote an inti-
mate relationship between the alumni and the students of the College 
and to advance the cause of education. The Association meets twice a 
year. The fall meeting is held at the time of the State Educational Asso-
ciation and the spring meeting during commencement week. 
Athletics 
Competent directors are in charge of the gymnasium and the various 
sports and games receive attention in season. The football and basket 
ball teams have made excellent records. A lake and the Mississsippi River 
provide facilities for skating. Tennis courts are provided by the college. 
The new athletic field will be ready for use in September. Special courses 
in playground games are offered and special instruction is given in swim-
ming. 
The various athletic teams of the college have made unusually good 
records. 
Women's Council 
The women's council is an organization with a four-fold purpose:-
to coor.dinate all extra-curricular activities; to serve as a medium between 
the student body and the admin istration; to promote the welfare of the 
college women; to help raise the standards of student life. Each college 
organization elects a representative to this council which meets every 
week to discuss whatever plans or problems any council member may 
present. 
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The men's council is composed of members elected as representatives 
of the men of the college, It serves the same purposes for the men of the 
_College that the women's council serves for the women. 
The Talahi 
The Talahi is the college annual published by the senior class. The 
editor-in-chief, the associate editor, and the business manager are elected 
by the students. Its purpose is to reflect the activities and associated 
sentiments of the college year. Participation in producing the annual 
affords training in writing, art, and business management. 
The Talahi of 19 2 5 received the "All American" rating in a national 
yearbook contest held by the Central Interscholastic Press Association. 
The Cosmopolitan Club 
The Cosmopolitan Club is organized to aid in the development of 
the spirit of human justice, tolerance, cooperation, brotherhood, and the 
desire to serve humanity regardless of color, race, creed, nationality, or 
caste. It seeks to foster this spirit in the stu·dents of the colleges and 
universities of all nations. 
The organization's membership is basically foreign although Ameri-
can students are privileged to join. Meetings are held monthly. 
The Mathematics Club 
In the Mathematics Club phases of elementary mathematics not 
usually taken up in the classroom are discussed. Meetings are held bi• 
weekly. Membership is open to any student of the college, 
The Biology Club 
The Biology Club is a new organization. Its chief concern is with 
problems of a biological nature. At the meetings papers are read or 
lectures given, followed by discussions by the group. Questions are asked 
freely by the members and these are discussed. The faculty· advisor is 
the head of the Biology Department. Membership in the club is open 
to those interested in advanced biology. 
Dramatic Club 
The dramatic club was organized to promote dramatics in the college. 
Each college year the members of the club produce several series of plays. 
The College Chronicle 
The College Chronicle is published bi-weekly by the students of the 
college. Its publication is sponsored by the junior class under the im-
mediate direction of a staff of twenty. The staff members gain places 
on the paper by competitive tryouts. In their work on The CHRONICLE 
the students receive practical training in journalism which is of value to 
them in the teaching field. The College Chronicle was recently given 
second rank among the Junior College publications of the country. 
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The Two-Year Curricula 
Ninety-six quarter credits beyond high-school graduation are required 
for the completion of any one of the two-year curricula. 
The following seventy-two quarter credits must be included in the 
ninet-y-six which are required. These are the same in all Minnesota 
Teachers Colleges. 
Quarter Credits 
American Government. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
American History.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Arithmetic. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Drawing or Music. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
.English-
Composition ... . ........ . .. •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Literature .•....... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Reading and Speech. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Elective .. •. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Geography.. • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Hygiene and Sanitation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Observation and Teaching ..... . ... . ..... . . . .... . ........ 14 
Penmanship.. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Principles. of Education ........... .. ·... . ... . .. . .. .. ... . . 4 
Psychology. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Sociology.. . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Total ......... ... .. ..... .. .. .. ... .. ... 72 
The elective privilege of twenty-four quarter credits enables a , stu-
dent to make specific preparation for lower, intermediate, or upper grade 
teaching as provided in the differentiated curricula which are outlined. 
Differentiated Curricula 
Each of the following differentiated curricula includes the seventy-
two quarter credits as described above. The remainder of a given curricu-
lum is selected to meet ,the needs of the student who desires to prepare 
for special grade work or for work in special subjects. Curricula thus 
organized meet the needs of the student better than a general curriculum 
which permits indiscriminate electives. In choosing one of these curricula 
the student elects a special field of work. 
Kindergarten-Primary Curriculum 
This curriculum is for students who wish to prepare to teach in the 














Industrial Arts I 
Lower Primary Education 
(Required for grades 1 and 2) 
Principles of Education II 
Sociology 
Note : (1) A quarter credit con s ists of the work in one subject for twelve 
weeks, one hour ea ch w eek. A four-quarter subject is one in which tale class meets 
four hours a week. AIJ subjects offered, except penmanship, are four-quarter sub-
jects. Penmanship Is a two-quarter subject. 
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Penmanship 
Principles of Education I 
Psychology I 
Reading and Speech 
Elective 
Teaching and Observation 
Electives 
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The above curriculum prepares students to teach in the kindergarten 
and in the first, second, and third grades. Those desiring to teach in the 
kindergarten or in the primary grades should be able to play simple piano 
music and to sing enough to satisfy the demand of the grades. · 






Drawing or Music 
English III 
Geography 
Hygiene and Sanitation 
Literary Types 
Penmanship 
Principles of Education I 
Psychology I 






Industrial Arts I 
Music or Drawing 
Principles of Education II 
School Administration 
Sociology 
Teaching and Observation 
Electives 
The above curriculum prepares students to teach in the third, fourth, 
fifth, and sixth grades. 
All first-year subjects are prerequisites for student tcaclling in the second year. 








Hygiene and Sanitation 
Literary Types 
Penil:lanship 
Principles of Education I 
Psychology I 




Drawing or Music 
Educational Psychology 
Physical or Natural Science 
School Administration 
Sociology 
Teaching and Observation 
Principles of Education II 
Electives 
The above curriculum prepares students to teach in the sixth, seventh, 
and eighth grades. 
All first-year subjects nre 11rer.equlsites for ■tudent teaching In tile <1econd year. · 
.. 
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Recent American History 
Modern European History 
European Backgrounds 
Industrial History 
Industria l Arts (S'ee paiges 36-37) 
Junior High School Mathematics 
School Library Methods 
Browning and .Tennyson 
Lower Primary Education 
















Hygiene and Sanitation 
Industrial Arts I 
Penmanship 
Principles of Education I 
Psychology I 
Reading and Speecli 









Principles of Education II 
Sociology 
Teaching and Observation 
Two-Year Industrial Arts Curriculum 
FALL QUARTER 
First Year Second Year 
English III A Industrial Arts IV 
Industrial Arts I Teaching 
Psychology I Hygiene and Sanitation 
Junior High School Mathematics Principles of Education II 
WINTER QUARTER 
Composition 
Industrial Arts II 
Literary Types 
Principles of Education I 
SPRI~G 
Industrial Arts III 
Geography 
American History 
Reading and Speech , 
Industrial Arts V 
American Government 
Teaching 
Educational P sychology 
QUARTER 




Industrial Arts I and VII are offered each .quarter. 
Industrial Arts VIII meets once each week during the college year. 
All students enrolled in the Industrial Arts Curriculum- are required to 
take this course for the two years . 
This two-yeai; curriculum qualifies the student to become a depar t-
mental or· high-school teacher of manual trainitJ,g . 
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Three-Year Industrial Arts Curriculum 
, , Candidates for graduation from the three-year industrial arts curricu-
lum must complete all of the courses indicated for the two-year industrial 
arts curriculum and, in addition to this, 48 quarter credits, which are to 
be selected after conference with the head of the department. 
Two-Year Music Curriculum 
First Year 
Appreciation and Form 









Principles of Education I 
Psychology I 





Elective in English 
Geography 
Grammar or Arithmetic 
Music Administration 
Music Appreciation 
Observation and Teaching 
Principles of Education II 
Sociology 
Graduates of this curriculum are certified to teach and supervise 
music in grades and high school. 
Three-Year Music Curriculum 
Candidates for graduation from the three-year music curriculum 
must complete all of the courses indicated for the two-year music curricu-
lum and, in addition to this, 48 quarter hour credits which are to be 
·selected after conference with the head of the music department. 
Four-Year Curriculum 
The demands that the College increase its curricula to four years 
have steadily increased until it is now necessary to offer a four-year cur-
riculum leading to a degree in education. 
The four-year curriculum is necessitated by the demands of certain 
communities for teachers with four years of professional training and by 
the recent scientific movement in education which requires an increasing 
number of teachers who are thoroughly familiar, not only with methods 
of teaching, but with such subjects as educational measurements, edu-
cational psychology, and health work. The longer curriculum will help to 
make teaching a more stable profession and will meet the new plan of 
"equal salaries for equal service to all teachers of equivalent training, 
experience, and success." It will retain many of the more ambitious and 
competent students in the college. 1 · 
The third year of the four-year curriculum will be offered during 
the college year 1926-27 and it is expected that both the third and fourth 
years will be offered during 1927-28. · 
Students who are. interested to learn details in regard to the curricu-
lum which leads to a degree are asked to correspond with the president 
of the college. 
The two-year curriculum leading to the· diploma will be continued as' 
at present. 
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Description of Courses 
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT 
American Government. This course deals with the purposes and the 
organization of government. The fundamental principles of American 
government receive great emphasis. The history of our governmental 
institutions is considered for the purpose of tracing those changes which 
have had to do with the extension or curtailment of democracy. An 
understanding of American government is sought which will be suffi-
ciently thorough to enable the student to play an intelligent part in com-
munity, state, and national affairs. Current problem11 are discussed. 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE 
Each course of the Biological Sciences is presented so that the stu-
dent can readily apply the contents to grade teaching. If he selects the 
biological group and in addition can present physics, chemistry, and 
physiography, the student will be well prepared to teach general science in 
consolidated and junior high schools. 
Hygiene-Sanitation. This course emphasizes the fundamental prin-
ciples of anatomy, physiology, hygiene, and sanitation. Discussions of 
these subjects and demonstrations are given to develop habits of right 
living and to aid the student in teaching the children of the grades. 
Biology I. The purpose of this course is to make a general survey of 
the animal and plant kingdoms in such a manner that the students will 
get a broad and comiprehensive view of living things, and an intimate 
knowledge of those forms which will be most valuable for the teaching of 
nature study in the grades. Special emphasis is placed upon those groups 
which the student can readily find near his school. 
Biology II. This course is arranged to acquaint the student with the 
fundamental laws and theories of life. The subjects of development, 
reproduction, eugenics, embryology, and environment, together with the 
res·ults of experimentation on plant and animal breeding -are given. The 
course is especially planned for the students who have a biological back-
ground. Students interested in sociology and psychology will find the 
course of much value. 
Biology III. This course presupposes a knowledge of physics or 
chemistry, biology, hygiene-sanitation, and geography. The course at-
tempts to review the sciences, establish the aims of science teaching for 
grades, and develop a technique for the te•aching of general science. 
DRAWING 
The courses in drawing include a study of the science and relation of 
colors; free-hand drawing and coloring from nature and still life; the 
handling of pencil, crayon, charcoal, and water-color; perspective in 
simple problems; applied design from nature study; lettering as applied 
to posters, book pages, covers, etc.; interior decoration in drawing, color-
ing, and design; picture study as applied to school and home; landscape in 
natural and decorative composition; stenciling; and other forms of practi-
cal application. The purpose i to broaden the field of vision through an 
appreciation of beauty in its broadest sense. 
Drawing for Primary and Intermediate Grades: In this course, after 
the teaching of the fundamental principles of the subject, work is given 
that is especially adapted to the needs of teachers of the first five grades. 
Note: Each ' course is a four-quarter credit course unless otherwise indi-
cated. 
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Drawing for Upper Grades: The first six weeks of this course are 
devoted to the fundam:ental principles of the subject and the last six 
weeks to work adapted to the needs of teachers of the sixth, seventh, and 
eighth grades. 
Drawing Elective: This course is offered as an elective to students 
who have made a grade of "B" or above in one of the preceding courses 
in drawing and who wish to .make further study of the technique of teach-
ing the subject. Special emphasis is placed upon the correlation of art 
with the other subjects of the curriculum. Emphasis is also placed upon 
the appreciation of art, architecture, and picture study, school activities, 
and the illustration of stories by use of the black-board in mass and 
decoration designs. This course is offered to prepare students to teach 
drawing in their own grades with or without expert supervision. 
EDUCATION 
Principles I (Primary Grades). This course emphasizes the physical, 
mental and social aims of education. Health education and the care of the 
physical conditions in the school are considered. Routinization as con-
trasted with initiative and the place of each in the democracy of the 
modern school are discussed. The characteristics of children in the pri-
mary grades, individual differences, the adaptation of subject matter to 
pupils, and the contributions of the subjects to individual and social needs 
a re studied. The nature and progress of scientific investigations in edu-
cation are discussed. 
The applications of the laws of learning to teaching are considered in 
detail. 
The applications of the laws of learning in planning different types of 
lessons are considered. 
Principles I (Intermediate Grades). This course is similar to the 
course outlined above except that the organization and the materials con-
tribute to the special training for intermediate grade teaching. 
Principles of Education I (Upper Grades) Prerequisite: Psychology I. 
This is a first course in the theory of teaching. Types of school work are 
observed and studied in order to appropriate foundation principles con-
tributed by biology, psychology, sociology, and the scientific study of 
education. The topics include the social aims of education, economy of 
classroom management, selection and organization of subject-matter, laws 
of learning, and provisions for individual differences. Typical lessons are 
planned, and elements of teaching technique are introduced. This course 
is prerequisite to, and should be taken just before, student teaching. The 
course is for students who expect to teach in sixth, seventh, or eighth 
grades or in the junior high school. 
Principles of Education II (Technique of Teaching in Primary 
Grades) Prerequisite: Principles of Education I (Primary). This course 
must be taken the same quarter as the first student teaching except by 
special arrangement with the Director of the Training Department. This 
course aims to train teachers to direct various types of learning in grades 
one to three inclusive. Special emphasis is placed upon project teaching, 
the socialized recitation, problem-solving, health education, and train-
ing for leisure. Lesson plans in various subjects are developed, projects 
are worked out, and type lessons in the primary grades of the Training 
School are observed. 
Principles of Education II ( Technique of Teaching in Intermediate 
Grades) Prerequisite: Principles of Education I (Intermediate). This 
course must be taken the same quarter as the first student teaching except 
by special arrangement with the Director of the Training Department. 
The subject matter of arithmetic, geography, history, and other funda-
mental subjects for grades three, four, five, and six, is outlined. Methods 
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of directing learning in each subject, are developed. Emphasis is put on 
the importance of understanding social life and the need for developing 
interests and ideals as well as habits and knowledge. Outside reading and 
observation of skillful teaching supplement the class work. 
Principles of Education II (Technique of Teaching in Upper Grades) 
Prerequisite: Principles of Education I (Upper _ Grades). This course 
must be taken the same quarter as the first student teaching. The course 
considers the principal types of learning and corresponding methods of 
teaching. Emphasis is placed upon understanding social life, problem 
solving, training for leisure, and for civic-moral efficiency. Typical les-
sons for pupils in grades six to eight and in the junior high school are 
planned and judged by students under guidance so that they may be able 
to recognize degrees of excellence in their own teaching. Demonstration 
teaching is observed throughout the course. 
Student Teaching: The prerequisites are the courses designated for 
the first year in the respective curricula, with an average standing of at 
least C. By special arrangement with the Director of the Training Depart-
ment, certain of the prerequisites may be waived in the case of normal-
training graduates, "elementary-diploma" graduates, and others having 
like claims. In addition to observation and teaching required in other 
methods courses, each candidate for the diploma observes and teaches 
under supervision one-hundred-twenty hours in the training school and in 
the city schools of St. Cloud. Daily observation and teaching are supple-
mented by conferences, group and individual, with the director and the 
supervisors. 
First year students should choose their courses to be ready for teach-
ing at the beginning of the second year. Thus, a prospective June gradu-
ate should be eligible for teaching at the opening of the preceding fall 
quarter. This will be advantageous in that reports to prospective superin-
tendents and boards of education may then indicate, early in the spring 
before graduation,. the degree of efficiency attained in student teaching. 
Students not in residence expecting student-teaching assignments 
after one or more quarters away from the college should write to the 
Director of the Training Department at least two months before the time 
when they wish to be assigned to student teaching. 
Special Note: Principles of Education II must be carried during the 
first quarter of teaching by all students except those taking the special 
curricula in music and in industrial arts. 
Psychology 
Psychology I. This co urse offers an introductory study of general 
psychology. The chief aim of the course is to develop a vocabulary of 
psychology and a better understanding of the motives and impulses 
prompting human behaviour. The work consists of text-book study, 
reference reading, and experiments. 
Psychology II. Educational Psychology. Prerequisite: Psychology I. 
This course consists of a study of ( 1) individual differences, ( 2) the 
psychology of learning, and ( 3) original nature. The problem of indi-
vidual differences is concerned with the following topics: statistical 
methods; sex differences ; racial differences; mental inheritance; influence 
of maturity; influence of environmEl,llt; nature, amount, and distribution 
of individual · differences; correlations between mental traits, mental 
types; exceptional children with emphasis upon their classification and 
needs. Information relative to the above topics is drawn from educational 
psychology, school survey reports, and educational periodicals. 
The psychologY, of learning is attacked from two points of view: 
First, experimentation and second, application. All the experimental 
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work that throws any light on the nature of learning is examined with 
reference to what can be done to improve educational practices. 
Original nature is studied with reference to the laws and principles 
developed under individual differences and the psychology of learning. 
Psychology III. Educational Tests and Measurements. ~he purpose 
of this course is to acquaint the student with the general field of tests and 
measurements and to develop a scientific interest and attitude toward the 
testing movement. Attention is centered upon:-the measurement of 
intelligence and the measurement of achievement. Students secure practi-
cal experience in giving and scoring standardized tests. The tests are 
given by members of the class to pupils in the various grades. The papers 
are scored and interpreted by the class. Illustrative tests pertaining to 
each of the elementary school subjects are studied in detail. The follow-
ing topics receive considerable emphasis :-How tests can be used to im-
prove classroom instruction; reveal necessary remedial work; provide 
measures of progress; stimulate pupil interest; supply means of classifi-
cation. The abuse as well as the use of standardized tests is emphasized. 
Lower-Primary Education 
Lower Prima.ry Education. This course includes , ( 1) a study of the 
characteristics of children from two to seven years of age with emphasis 
upon play interests and the formation of habits, ( 2) a brief survey of the 
experiments in pre-school education, ( 3) a study of the fundamental 
Froebelian principles and their application to present kindergarten prac-
tice, ( 4) a study of the methods that coordinate the activities of pupils 
of the kindergarten and first grade, ( 5) a study of the pr_inciples of 
selection and use of materials in the education of young children, ( 6) 
experime111tation with materials in play-projects. Opportunity is provided 
for supervised observation in the kindergarten of the training school. 
Rural-School Methods 
The purpose of this course is two-fold : (1) to develop in the student 
the right attitude toward rural-life conditions and problems; ( 2) to pre-
pare him to organize and to teach a rural school. 
Reading from a selected list of books is required . Special atten-
tion is given to such problems as school organization and management; 
use, classification, and selection of library books; program making; school 
sanitation and hygiene; school activities; and parliamentary practice 
through the organization of a Rural-Life Club. • Some time is spent in 
the observation of teaching. 
School Administration 
The application of educational science to the administration of the· 
school is the keynote of this course. Emphasis is put on scientific organi--
zation and school discipline. Under the first heading appear the topics:-
the age-progress table, the administrator's use of standard tests, flexible 
school organization, the daily program , schoo"l marks, attendance, records, 
and r eports. Under the h eading of school discipline appear the following 
topics: - rules and punishments, habit formation , student participation in 
school control, school morale, and extra-curricular activities. Other topics 
studied are:-the State School Laws, special problems of the teacher, and 
the principles underlying modern public school administration. 
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 




Reading and Speech 
Required of Second-Year Students 
Children's Literature 
Composition. The purpose of this course is to enable the student to 
use habitually clear and effective oral and written English. To this end, 
exposition and such pieces of narrative as are constantly required in class-
room explanations, are emphasized. 
English m, A and B. During the fall term, a special (credit) course 
in English III, both A and B , will be arranged for those students who feel 
that they have had inadequate early training in English grammar. It will 
be to the advantage of such students to enter this course, which will be 
designated on the fall program "special course". 
All other students should register for A-II or B-II. 
A. This course is required of students who are specializing in lower-
grade work. It has for its aim ( 1) to give students sentence m astery 
with the principles underlying cor-rect speech; ( 2) to organize language 
work for the lower grades. Such topics are considered as (a) aims in oral 
and written language; (b) developing the "sentence sense;" ( c) chil-
drlln's speech errors and correction drills; ( d) standards to measure the 
composition of children. The work is illustrated by demonstration classes 
in Riverview School. 
B. This course is required of all who are specializing ih inter-
mediate or upper~grade work. The course includes a study of the 
-sentence:-classifications, essential parts, modifiers of essential parts, 
connectives, inflections, and uses . Emphasis is put upon practical appli-
cations of the subject matter. 
Reading and Speech for Lower Grades. This course deals with the 
principles and methods involved in the teaching of reading in the first 
three grades, and emphasizes the aims to be attained in each grade. It 
includes a study of such topics as the prerequisites to learning to read ; 
pre-primer reading; incidental reading; use and choice of reading texts; 
phonics; seat work, and lesson planning; oral and silent reading. 
Reading and Speech for Intermediate Grades. The reading problems 
of grades four, five, and six are included in this course. Oral reading 
situations, silent reading and study habits, comprehension and speed , 
character and extent of reading matter, individual differences, remedial 
work, word study, and le;;;son planning are among the topics studied. 
Reading and Speech for Upper Grades. This course presents the 
reading problems peculiar to grades seven and eight and emphasizes 
methods of prore dure in their solution. 
English IV. Literary Types. This course includes the reading of 
essays, short stories, novels, and poetry with the purpose of developing 
proper standards of appreciation of the best literary types. 
English V. Literature for Chilpren. • (The course is differentiated 
into primary, intermediate, and upper grades.) The purpose of this course 
is to familiarize the student with the best literature for children, to teach 
him discrimination in the selection of material, and to acquaint him with 
the best methods of presentation. 
The course includes a study of the various types of books written 
for children, such as' fables , fairy and folk stories, myths, legends, Bible 
stories, national hero tales, biography, history, travel, poetry, and fiction . 
The best books in these fields a r e avaHable in the library. 
r 
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Practice is given in the introduction of books to chi-ldren, in story-
telling, in story-writing, in dramatization, in verse-writing, and in the 
teaching of appropriate poems. 
English VI. A. Shakespeare: An intensive study bf several of 
Shakespeare's pI,ays. Emphasis is laid on interpretation of thought, dra-
matic construction , appreciation of poetry, and Shakes,peare's understand-
ing of human nature. Elective . 
English VII. English and American Essays. This course includes a 
study of Emerson's American Scholar, Compensation, and Self-Reliance; 
Carlyle's Essay on Burns, and Hero-Worship; Ruskin's Sesame and Lilies, 
and Modern Painters ; Lamb's Essays of Elia. Reports are given by stu-
dents upon work of prominent writers of to-day. Elective. 
English VIII. A critical study of Browning (six weeks). Tennyson 
( two weeks) . A brief survey of the romantic school of poetry from 
Thompson to Wordsworth. Topics and discussion rel1ating to Arnold, 
Morris, Rossetti, Kipling, Noyes, Brooke, and Masefield. Elective. 
GEOGRAPHY 
Geography (Lower Grades) . Students preparing to teach in the 
lower grades need a thorough understanding of the principles of geogra-
phy; hence, the first six weeks of the course are given to general geogra-
phy. Throughout the course the interests and needs of the children of the 
lower grades are kept in the foreground and these control the selection of 
· materials and the methods of presentation. 
Geography (Intermediate and Upper Grades). The purpose of the 
course is to give an understanding of the principles of geography as a 
basis for better teaching of the subject in the intermediate and upper 
grades; hence, the first half of the quarter is given to what may be called 
general geography. The course also gives training in interpreting 
geographic situations. The third purpose of the course is to create such , 
an insight into geography that students will appreciate how closely 
geographic principles are related to human affairs. 
In both of these courses time is given to a consideration of courses of 
study. Opportunity is given for examining good textbooks, books of 
method, and supplementary and reference material, including pictures, 
magazines, and industrial exhibits. 
Physiography. Prerequisite: Geography. The purposes of the 
course are: ( 1) to give the student a knowledge of the fundamental 
facts necessary for the teaching of geography; ( 2) to develop an apprecia-
tion of physical features . The course includes : (1) a study of the laws 
which govern the formation of the various types of physical form; { 2) a 
regional study of the United States; ( 3) the reading of topographical 
maps; ( 4) a study of common rocks and minerals. 
A number of field trips are made during the quarter. 
HISTORY 
American History. A differentiated course required of high-school 
graduates. The purpose of the course is to develop in the student as a 
prospective teacher the power of determinbig the relative signific_ance of 
the var1ous factors to be emphasized in the te.aching of history. To ac-
complish this the course a ims to give a clearer und-erstanding of the forces 
which have brought it about that ,A.merican history, while an integral part 
of world history, has followed a distinctly unique development. After a 
brief chronological r eview of the chief event s in American history, the 
treatment follows a topical study of some of the greater problems of our 
history, s uch as the westward movements, territorial expansion, party 
developm ent , slaver y a nd th e n egr o problem, civil service appointments , 
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national internal improvements, and the tariff. The student is introduced 
to the best historical literature both in the sources and in secondary 
works. 
American History 1492,1829. This is the firs.t of two consecutive 
courses arranged for students who expect to specialize in the subject of 
hiS1tory. The two courses may be taken by such students in lieu of the 
required course in American history. The method of treatment is the 
same as that of the required course, except that there is greater oppor-
tunity for intensive study of the topics considered. Elective. 
American History 1829-Present Time. This is a continuation of the 
last-named course. Particular emphasis is placed upon the part played 
by the United States in world politics during the past half-century. Elec-
tive. 
Recent American History. This course deals primarily with the 
political and economic development of the United States since 18 6 5, 
special emphasis being placed on the period from 19 0 0 to the present 
time. It includes also, a study of our foreign relations since 1823. Cur-
rent periodicals are extensively used. Elective. 
History For The Lower Grades. This course is intended to give stu-
dents who are planning to teach in the primary or intermediate grades 
a basis of subject matter for the teaching of history in these grades. 
After a general survey of the prehistoric period, the course undertakes to 
carry the situdent through the chief movement of general history to the 
beginning of the modern period. Special emphasis is placed upon the 
examination and listing of _appropriate history material for use in the 
lower grades. Elective. 
Industrial History of the United States. The purpose of this course 
is to trace the economic and industrial development of the United States 
from the colon~al period to the present time. Special attention is given 
to such factors as the evolution of modern agriculture, the land policy 
of the federal government, immigration, the development of manufactur• 
ing, the history of tariff legislation, the growth of the capital-labor con· 
troversy, and government regulation of industry, Elective. 
European History 1648-1815. The course purposes, first, to acquaint 
the student with the political, social, and economic developments of the 
17th and 18th centuries which made the French Revolutidn inevitable; 
second, to trace the history of the Revolution, and its influence in bring-
ing about a changed Europe in the 19th century. Elective. 
European History 1815-Present Time. This course deals with the 
growth of democracy, nationalism, ,and imperialism during the 19th 
century, and attempts to discover the relationship between these move-
ments and the World War. Attention is given to the efforts before and 
since the World War to secure world peace. Current periodicals are 
extensively used . Elective. 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
Industrial Arts i. The purpose of this course is to meet the needs 
of rural, lower, and intermediate grade teachers. A study is made of 
primitive and. modern industrial life clealing with the most common out-
of-door and indoor trades. Industrial history and geography are corre-
lated with the projects. The course emphasizes the building of a social 
background so that the pupil will be better able to enjoy and express him-
self. The work deals with simple bookbinding, lettering, design, toy-
making from thin wood and cardboard, interior decoration, and costume 
design. Most of •the projects are worked out with the sand table, the 
play house and dolls. Drawing, word study, arithmetic, geography, 
and history are applied to the projects so that the child in the grades 
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will have a better underst,anding of the industrial life of the past and 
present. 
Industrial Arts II. This course deals with such projeots and prob· 
lems as are met in the upper grades and junior high school. A general 
study of forestry and the woodworking industries is taken up· during the 
first part of the quarter. Hand tools and ,processes are studied and an 
outline for a course of study is worked out. . 
Industrial Arts III. This course deals with free-hand drawing as 
applied to everyday uses in the trades. The history of lettering }s 'studied 
to show its relation to drawing. The simple laws which govern outline, 
shadows, and color are worked out in problems that arise in school and 
the trades. The course covers a brief study of the fine and industrial 
, arts as they apply to modern commercial life. The following furnish 
material for study and projects:-architecture, music, the drama, paint-
ing, sculpture, and literature. 
Industrial Arts IV. Shop management and vocational-guidance 
methods are given careful consideration during the first part of the term. 
A study of tools, machines, and processes used in cabinet making, pattern 
making, moulding, casting, sheetmetal and electrical work that will apply 
best to community and school conditions are built into one, two, and 
three-year industrial courses. 
Industrial Arts V. This course applies modern drafting room prac-
tices to junior and senior high-school courses in mechanical drawing. The 
student is taughit to supplement word descriptions with adequate drawings 
and sketches. Students furnish their own supplies. 
Industrial Arts VI. Architecture, as taught in the modern public 
schools, includes home planning and building. Building the home to meet 
individual needs, how to assist the architect, builder, plumber, and the 
electrician are given careful consideration. Part of the course deals with 
interior decorating and landscape gardening. Types of families and indi-
viduals are studied and color schemes are worked out that will harmonize 
with interior decorations and furnishings. In landscape, the location of 
the house and how to make it attractive by the use of trees, shrubs, vines, 
plants, flowers, walks, and gardens are studied and worked out" in minia•• 
ture. 
Industrial Arts VII. A brief study of the printing industries is taken 
up in connection with the management and printing of a paper. Book-
binding, illustrating, and job work are studied as practical projects. 
Industrial Arts VIII. The purpose of this course is to give a general 
working knowledge of the best methods in visual education. The educa-
tional value of the camera·, the lantern slide, the motion picture, and the 
school poster are recognized by the modern teacher. Students are re-
quired to furnish their own cameras and supplies. 
MATHEMATICS 
Arithmetic Course A. This course is required of those who are pre-
paring to teach in the lower grades. The course includes a study of the 
reading and writing of numbers, the four fundamental operations with 
integers, denominate numbers, common and decimal fractions, measure-
ments and estimates, and simple mensuration. An intensive study is 
made of the best professional books and references on the topics of the 
course. A study is made of the educational aims of arithmetic and of 
present day demands and tendencies. Several of the best state and city 
courses in arithmetic and standard text-books in the subject are studied. 
( Credit not applied towards a certificate). 
Course B. This course is required of students who are working for 
first-class certificates. The course includes a consideration of the most 
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important topics in arithmetic for all of the grades. The professional 
aspects of the subject are emphasized. The material and methods in this 
course are adapted to rural school needs. · 
Geometry III. Solid Geometry. The subject as presented in a stand-
ard text is followed. Practical applications are emphasized. Elective . 
. College Algebra. The topics included are quadratics, progressions, 
binomial theorem, permutations and combinations, determinants, and 
theory of equations. Elective. 
Trigonometry. This course is given for those who expect to teach 
mathematics in junior high schools. Elective. 
Junior High-School Mathematics. This course is a study of the plan 
now in common use in many of the best junior high schools, which pro-
vides for .arithmetic and intuitional geometry in the first year, algebra and . 
arithmetic in the second year, and more formal algebra and geometry in 
the third year. Opportunity is given for a review of arithmetic, algebra, 
and geometry and an intensive study is made of the subject matter and 
its proper place in the course. There is a demand for well prepared 
teachers of junior high-school mathematics. 
MUSIC 
Graduates of the special music curriculum are qualified to teach the 
subject not only in the grades but in high schools. Graduates of this , 
curriculum are in demand . Glee clubs, quartets, and choruses are organ-
ized each year. 
Music I. This course includes sight reading; ear training; training 
in enunciation, tone placing, and rhythm in connection with the teaching 
of rote songs. 
Music m. This course includes methods in the teaching of rote 
songs; sight reading; theory and appreciation through the third grade; 
ear training. Training in the care of the child voice; preparation of 
lesson plans; teaching of illustrative lessons . 
Music IV. . This course includes ear training in tone combinations; 
enunciation and tone placing; song interpretation; methods of sight read-
ing and appreciation through the intermediate and upper grades, includ-
ing junior high school; preparation of lesson plans; teaching illustrative 
lessons. 
Courses For Special Diploma in Music 
Music V. This course includes conducting ; outlining of work; prep-
aration and conducting of school entertainments; choice and organiza-
tion of materials; organization of glee clubs, orchestras, and choruses; 
training in voice testing and the care of the adolescent voice through 
mutation. 
Music VI. Methods in instruction of piano classes in the grades. 
Piano Class Lessons. One lesson and two hours of ,Practice per week 
for one year are required of students taking the special music curriculum. 
Class lessons are free to such students. 
Appreciation I. This course includes a study of the principles of 
form in its development from the folk song to the symphony; drill in the 
discrimination of the tone quality of instruments and of the tone color 
produced by combinations of instruments. 
Appreciation II. Prerequisite: History of Music and Appreciation I. 
This course emphasizes content in music as influenced by thE;i personal 
characteristics and environment of a composer, by his nationality, and by 
the period in which he lived. Special study is made of the lives and works 
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of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Chopin, Tschaikow-
ski, DeBussy, and Strauss. 
Harmony II. This course includes a study of major and minor scale 
structures; three-tone chord formation and inversions; intervals and in-
versions; cadences; transpositions; simple melody formation; harmonic 
and non-harmonic, ornamental tones; four-part harmony involving prin-
cipal triads; analysis; ear training in the natural tendencies of active to 
rest tones, in major and minor chords and their inversions, in melodies 
and two-voiced harmony. Keyboard work is combined with the study of 
scales, intervals, chords, and cadences. 
Harmony II and Orchestration. Prerequisites: Appreciation I and 
Harmony I. This course includes a s,tudy of harmonic progression away 
from and towards a key; relation of triads within a key; seventh chord; 
modulation transposition continued; chord selection; voice, progression; 
elementary composition; analysis; ear training in chords and inversions; 
dominant and diminished seventh chords, inversions, and resolutions; 
resolutions of dissonant intervals; melodies; two-voiced harmony; key-
board work made essential in modulation, transposition, and resolution of 
seventh chords. · 
.Orchestration incfodes a study of the instruments of the orchestra as 
to register and tone quality; a study of orchestral scores and the orches-
tration of simple selections. 
History of Music. This course includes a study of the music of 
primitive nations; the rise and development of church music and opera 
and oratorio; of the development of instruments; of classicism and roman• 
ticism in music; and of the development of modern musical forms. 
Voice Class Lessons. One lesson and two hours of practice per week 
for one year are required of students taking the special music curriculum. 
PENMANSHIP 
Penmanship. This course includes instruction in the mechanics and 
pedagogy of muscular movement writin adapted to all school grades and 
in methods of supervision adapted to city and rural schools. The course 
consists of writing lessons, lectures, model lessons, blackboard demon-
strations and discussions, the purposes of which are to develop proper 
muscular movement, writing ability, and a .fundamental knowledge of the 
pedagogic development of penmanship as a subject throughout all school 
grades. Two quarter-hour credits. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
The department of physical education provides instruction and means 
for the improvement and preservation of health and the harmonious devel-
opment of the body. The courses are planned to prepare students to 
take charge of physical education in their own classrooms, and to pro-
vide additional training for those especially interested in the work of this 
department. 
The state law requires that: "All colleges, schools, and other edu-
cational institutions in this state giving teacher-training, shall provide 
a course or courses in physical and health education, training and instruc-
tion, and every pupil attending any such college, school, or educational 
institution in preparation for teaching service shall take such course or 
courses." 
An examination of every student is made by competent physicians 
at the beginning of the college year and at such intervals as seem neces-
sary. Personal advice and suggestion~ regarding health habits, recreation, 
study, and exercises best suited to individual development are given by the 
special teachers. 
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Students are urged to take rational exercise for the proper develop-
ment of the body and for correcting improper postures in standing, sitting, 
and walking. 
Every student in the college, unless excused, is required to take the 
work of this department during his first year. 
Each student is required to have a gymnasium suit. The young 
women use white middy blouses and black bloomers. Black gymnasium 
shoes or slippers with rubber soles are required. 
The regulation gymnasium bloomers may be purchased at the busi-
ness office of the college for about $ 1. 75 . 
Playground Methods. This course includes a study of the play 
instinct; the nature and function of play; community social conditions; 
the playground movement; practical conduct of the playgrounds; the 
organization and administration of playgrounds; hygiene and first aid. 
Referenc·e reading is required and special reports are given. 
Practical work, including plays and games, folk dancing, and appara-
tus work, is given on the playground. 
Athletic Coaching 
( This course is offered in the fall quarter) 
The course includes: 
Football. The theory and art of coaching football are studied to 
show the weak and strong points of various styles of offense and defense. 
Special stress is put on generalship, signal systems, and rules. 
The fundamentals of football are studied from the point of view of 
the coach . A study is made of the systems taught by various coaches. 
Special study is made of the forward pass , trick plays, and the defense to 
meet these plays. 
Basket Ball. The game is taken up from the point of view of the 
coach. The theory of coaching, handling of m en, and different styles of 
offense and defense ·used by the leading coaches are studied. 
Fundamentals of the game, such as passing, goal throwing, dribbling, 
turns, stops, and team play are studied. 
Baseball. Emphasis is placed on the details of batting, baserunning, 
fielding, team rules, signals, and rules. 
Field and Track Sports. Instruction is given in the details of all the 
standard track and field sports. 
The college has an enviable record for the excellence of its athletic 
teams. For a number of years teams of the college have won a large 
majority of the games played. 
School Library Methods 
School Library Methods. The course is planned to train teachers to 
organize and conduct school libraries. It covers the types and choice of 
books for a school library; the organization of the library; and its use by 
the children, teachers, and community. 
Sociology 
Introduction -to Sociology. The purpose of this course is to develop 
an understanding of the nature of the normal society together with a:n 
appreciation of the possibilities of 'overcoming the obstacles preventing 
its realization. Topics studied are:-the nature of man, group life, 
social change, conflict and cooperation between colors, nations, -and 
classes, methods of conflict, population a,nd the family, child -welfare, the 
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Educational Sociology. (Prerequisite: Introduction to Sociology). 
This course is given in three divisions: (1) Principles of Educational 
Sociology, ( 2) Social Problems and Education, and ( 3) Social Welfare 
through a Reorganized Curriculum. Topics considered under section ( 1) 
are:-the function of education in society, democracy, and education, 
vocational guidance, agencies, that educate, socialization, social controls, 
and education and progress. Topics considered under section (2) are:-
personality and social adjustment, crime and penal reform, mental 
hygiene, family life and divorce, settlements and the city neighborhood, 
social hygiene, immigration, race friction, rural life, public opinion, and 
social unrest. Topics considered under section (3) are:-scientific bases 
for reconstruction of the curriculum, scientific methods of isolating the 
objectives of education. Opportunity is provided for individual study and 
research on problems of special interest to individual students. 
To Superintendent, Principals, and School Directors 
The success of our public schools depends to a large degree upon the 
ability .and the skill of the teachers. The friends of education are re· 
quested to recommend for admission to the college only those who give 
promise of developing into successful teachers. 
The college attempts to train its students so that they are properly 
qualified for teaching positions for which they are recommended. The 
college does not recommend any teacher for a position unless the candi· 
date is thought to be qualified for the position. Those who wish to obtain 
teachers should state full details in regard to the type of position which 
is to be filled. 
All departments of the college are open to visitors, and men and 
women are urged to visit the college and by their constructive criticism. 
suggestions, and cooperation, aid us in supplying the schools of the state 
with better trained teachers. 
Summer Session 1926 
JUNE 9 to JULY 21 
The courses offered during the summer session are_ planned to meet 
the needs of those who desire: 
1. Professional or academic credits for certificates or renewals. 
2. The regular or s-pecial diploma. 
3. Better preparation for principalships, normal training, and junior 
high-school positions, and for departmental work. 
4. Improvement in general scholarship and in teaching skill. 
5. Advanced credits to be applied towards a degree. 
Scope of Courses 
Methods courses for certificate holders are offered in practically every 
elementary school subject. 
Numerous classes in required subjects are provided and certain elec-
tive courses are offered for those who are candidates for diplomas. 
Experienced teachers who wish more advanced preparation will find 
many clas,ses of unusual interest and value such as educational psy• 
chology; primary, intermediate, and advanced principles. of education; 
primary, intermediate, and advanced reading and speech; rural school 
methods and administration; sociology; junior high-school mathematics; 
and special courses in science, penmanship, and industrial arts. 
Courses will be offered which will apply toward the teachers college 
diploma, or towards certificates for teachers in lieu of examinations. 
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High-school local standings in certificate subjects, presented by students 
who have successfully pursued at least one year of teachers college work, 
are certified for transfer without examination to first and second class 
certificates. 
A student may carry eight quarter credits during the six weeks of 
the summer session in any teachers college of Minnesota. 
Requirements for Admission 
The Two-Year Curricula 
High-school graduates are admitted without examination upon the 
presentation of diplomas and certified statements of the courses completed 
in approved high schools. These records should be presented at the office 
of the registrar on the opening day. 
Professional Requirements for Certificates 
Each applicant for a first-class common school certificate must pre-
sent, in addition to the required standings in the academic subjects, evi-
dence of at least' twelve weeks of successful state tea:cliers college work 
in four or more professional or method subjects. Thfs work is the equiva-
lent of sixteen quarter credits. 
The student during the twelve weeks of required professional study 
must earn the sixteen quarter · credits within the subject groups listed 
below: three subjects must be chosen from Group I; and one subject from 




Composition and Language 
Geography 
Grammar 
History and Citizenship 
Hygiene and Sanitation 
Primary Methods 
Primary Handwork 
Reading and Speech 
Rural Methods and Administration 
GROUP II 
Drawing 
School Library Methods 
Music 
Playground Methods 
Renewal of Certificates 
The renewal of a first-class certificate ( except the first renewal of a 
high-school normal training certificate and the first renewal of a certifi-
cate received because of credits earned wholly in a teachers college) re-
quires the completion of two additional professional subjects in a teachers 
college, ·in addit ion to the presentation of four reading circle credits and 
evidence of two years of successful experience under the certificate. 
A special circular on Common School Certificates has been issued by 
the State Department o{ Education, St. Paul, and will be mailed in 
response to a request. Candidates for certificates should take special note 
of the regulations. 
Annual State Examination for certificates will be held in St. Cloud. 
Registration and Class Sessions 
Students will register on Wednesday, June 9. Students cannot enroll 
for credit after Thursday, June 1 O, unless admitted by special prearrange-
ment with the President. 
A special fee of '$2 will be charged for enrollment after Wednesday, 
June 9. 
Sessions will be held five days each week . 
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Student Teaching 
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Riverview School, the college training school, will be in session. This 
wm make possible a limited amount of student teaching. To secure such 
opportunity, it will be necessary for students to apply not later than May 
15. Applications will be honored in the order in which they are received 
until the limit is reached. Students having first claim on student-teaching 
assignments are those who are most nearly ready for graduation. 
Prospective student teachers should read the regulations relative to 
student teaching on page 32 of this catalog. 
Expenses of Attendance 
Tuition is free to all students, who sign a declaration of intention to 
teach for two years in the public schools of this state. Others pay cash 
tuition of five dollars for the summer session, in addition to the student 
fee. 
A charge of four dollars and fifty cents, known as the student fee, is 
required of each student, and covers: (1) the use of all text-books 
required in class work, the use of the library, laboratories, gymnasium, 
and general equipment of the college; (2) a ticket of admission to lec-
tures, concerts, and plays. 
Board and Room 
About two hundred fifty young women are accommodated at 
Lawrence Hall and at Shoemaker Hall at the rate of $5.75 a week. - The 
dormitories are well equipped and beautifully located and provide exce1-
lent accommodations. Bills for board and room are payable for the entire 
session on Wednesday of the first week. 
A money order for $5 must accompany each request for a dormitory 
reservation. This deposit is returned before the close of the summer 
session. ! 1 
Room rent in private homes varies from $10 to $18 a month, two in a 
room. Board costs from $5 to $5.50 a week in private homes. 
A list of approved boarding and rooming places will be found at the 
college. Students should not engage board and room at places not on the 
approved list. A faculty committee assists students to secure desirable 
accommodations for board and room. 
Special Courses 
Many teachers will be interested in the special courses which will be 
offered during the summer session. Among these courses are the 
following: 
Playground Methods. This course wiil emphasize the modern 
theories of play and its physical, mental, moral, and social significance. 
A large number of games suitable for various grades will be taught. The 
practice will take place on the playgrounds. 
Penmanship. A special course will be offered in the Palmer system 
of penmanship. 
Children's Literature. Courses of unusual interest and value for 
teachers of all grades will be offered in children's literature and story 
telling. 
Junior High-School Mathematics. There has been an increasing 
demand for a special course in the mathematics of the junior high school 
and this will be offered . 
. School Library Methods. This course will be of unusual value to 
r11ral school teachers. 
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Courses of Special Interest to Rural School 
Teachers and Supervisors 




Handwork for Lower Grades 
Playground Activities 
School Library Methods 
Story Telling and Children's Liter-
ture 
Primary, Intermediate, and Ad-
vanced Principles of Education 
Special Methods in Arithmetic, 
Geography, Grammar, History, and 
Reading 
Special Features 
Provisions have been made for spedal programs of unusual interest 
and value including lectures, musicals, plays, hikes, and other forms of 
entertainment. Lecturers of national reputation will give addresses dur-
ing the session. There will be social activities for the enjoyment of the 
students. The gymnasium, the tennis courts, the lakes, and the beautiful 
walks offer unusual opportunity for recreation. The industrial plants of 
the city may be visited. 









Hygiene and Sanitation 









Reading and Speech 
Rural-School Methods 
School Administration 
School Library Methods 
Sociology 
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Anderson, CecU Ervin, St. Gloud 
Barr, Christena Mae, St. Cloud 
Borgendale, Agne,s Mamie, Montevideo 
Buckman, Carl John, St. Cloud 
Corµeliuson, Aninia, North Branch 
Dunn, V\ljinnifred Mary, Anoka 
Erne, John Leonar,d, Minneapolis 
Erliclrnon, Clinton J., WaITen 
Free'd, Naemie Es,ther, St. Cloud 
Fricker, Aiice Mabel, St. Hilaire 
Hamp, Helen Agnes, St. Cloud 
Hfggi<n1s, Laura Catherine, Clearwate'l' 
John.son, Verner Joseph, S.t. Cloud 
Krause, Juanita V., Burtrum 
Kreber, Geneneve Anna, St. Cloud 
Kremer, Hild'egard Margaret, St . Cloud 
Kropp, Gyzala M., St. Cloud 
Latterell, Milo Addison, Paynesnlle 
Litchy, Katherine Annette, St. Cloud 
Lundberg, Hildred Cecilia, Clarkfield 
Lundstrom, Arthur W., Browns Valley 
Mallery, Sadie Maria, Foreston 
MarshalJ, Jes·sie Adelaide, St. Cloud! 
NehTing, Ken. Lovester, Payne,sville 
Nelson, France,s Louise, St. Cloud 
Olson, An,netta Elvira, Sauk Raprids 
Pfrimmer, Mary Jean, Chairiton, Iowa 
Plummer, Helen J., E'lk River 
Ryan, Marg,aret Joam,, St. Cloud 
Skaug, Athalia Veldine, Clarkfield 
Smith, LeHie Rosalia, Gilmanton, Wis. 
Solomonson, Mi.ldred 0., MlinneapoUs 
Sor lien, Helene (MI'S.), St. Cfoud 
Swanson, Ellen Louise, St. Cloud 
Warner, Jacolba Mary, Perham 
Wiley, Effie, St. Cloud 
SENIOR CLASS 
Two-Year Course 
Abbott, R~beTt Quintin, Eagle Bend 
Abbott, Ruth AraJbelle, Eagle Bend 
A1brahamson, Sarah Claire, Virginia 
Ackerman, Henriette J. C., Minneapolis 
Ad,ams, Ilah Decima, Breckenrid,ge 
Adicke,s, Esther Albertina, Holloway 
Agre, Agnes Lillian, ,Sacred Heart 
Ahlf·0l'S·, Grace MaTie, Evelet,h 
Ahlstrand, Margaret Edna, Virginia 
Aldrich, Harriett Emily, Minneapolis 
Alexon, Elvira Louise, Virginia 
AHen, Irene Louise, Glencoe 
Allen, Myrtle Gertrude, St. Cloud 
Allison, Frances Viola, Waubun 
Almquist, Irene Gertrude, Harris 
Amble, Esther Marien, Frost 
Ammndson, Alice Cora, Iron 
Anders,on, Allee Miaroella, Grove City 
Ande:r,soru, Alvina, Tnwer 
And,e11son, Andrew Gustav, St. Cloud 
Anderson, Carl J., Barnum 
Ande11son, Edna Charlotte, Bal'rmm 
Anderson, Eleanor MatiLda., Little Falls 
Andersou, Ellen C., Cokato 
AndeTson, Helen Regina, Plillager 
And.erson, Lil!ran Louise, Hasty 
Andersou, Lilly Aminabel!le, Willmar 
And:e11son, Margie Mine,rva, Stewart 
Ande11son, Merle Lucile, Glenwood 
Anderson, M'iJldred Geneva, Battle Lake 
An~eil',son, Rhoda A<ndrea, Virginia 
A'nidie11s'on, Ruth Glady;s, T:ayfor Falls 
Anderson, Selma Olivia, Glenwood 
Ander,son, V. Josep,hine., Owatonna 
Ander,son, Vera Augusta, MinneapoUs 
And~ng, Patricia, Lake City 
Andrews, Ro,berta Emily, Minnea1>olis 
Archer, Elaine Clymer, Minneapolis 
Armstrong, Ingabye, Minneapolis 
Arneson, Laura Georgene, Redtop 
Arnestad, Sophie Randine, Echo 
Ashmore, Mae A., Maynard 
Atlas, Sadie Ida, St. Paul 
Ba;bcock, Bertie, Zimme11man 
Bachelder, Marion, Brainerd 
Bn!ley, Robert Edwin, Long Prairie 
Bain, Ellen Martha, Oliarissa 
Bakke, Ingeborg Rosene, Redtop 
Balme, Ros·e OliYe, McGregor 
Barr, Elizabeth Joan, Buffal:o 
Barr, Ophia May, St. Cloud 
Barrett, Helen Therese, St. Cloud 
Barsness, Lila Mildred, Glenwood 
Baumann, Florence J., Bird Island 
Deck, Anna Marie, Buffalo Lake 
Beck, Rose Martha, Sauk Centre 
Bedintark, Bessie Lucy, Little Falls 
Bell, Raymond Marquit, Clearwater 
Bell, Vera Lillian, Hutchinson 
Benkowsky, Agatha F ., Swanville 
Bennett, Cora Chrisitine, Lowry 
Benson, Conwell, St. Cloud 
Berge, Ruth Hilda, Sis,seton, S. D. 
Berglund, Bessie M., Hoffman 
Bernard, J<.Jvelyne Ruth, Elk RiveT 
Berni/elk, Ruth Constance M., St. Cloud 
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Berquis,t, Pearl Is:abella, Minneavol~s 
Bertram, Julia Grace, Cloquet 
Bey, Cora Ottelia, MinneapoUs 
Bey,strom, Eileen Florence, Virginia 
Billups, Anna Miae, Stickney, S. D. 
Bl-se,1, Chester Arnold, Burtirum 
Bjorklund, Priscilla Adelaide, St, Cloud 
Blaike, Dorothy Caf!"don, Minneapolis 
Blakely, Bernice, Paynesville 
Bloom, Royal Fer,dinand, Cambridge 
Boody, Helt>n Margaret, Minnea,polis 
Booker, Cecil Edmund, Bain 
Booker, Emily Eugenia, Pembina, N. D. 
Born, Margaret Edythe, Minneapolis 
Borton, Elva Constance, Mo,ntevideo 
Bourgeois, Irene Mary, Anoka 
Bowden, Blanche Hazel, Hermnn 
Boyer, Alexander Raymond, Beltrami 
Boyer, Trheo. Angle, Beltram:t 
Boyum, Louise Bergene, Fergus Falls 
Bra.den, Ma'bel Lois, South Haven 
Bradley, Laurn Cora, Parkers Prairie 
Brand,tner, EleaIIIOr C., Spring Park 
Bre,ider , Ella Cecilia, Hi'bbing 
Breiland, Marvina Christina, Bruno 
Britton, Ma.yme LuciNe, Brainerd 
Broekemeier, Williann, Atexandria 
Bronniche, IJillian Margret, Benson 
Brower, Flora May, Kimhall 
·Bl'oW'DI, Bertha :Esa:bel, Minneapolis 
Brown, Janet Stuart, ,Pipestone 
Brown, Margaret Little, Big Lake 
Brown, Mary, St. Cloud 
Brusven. Eunice Onedfa, Wnimar 
Bruzek, Louise Eleanor M., New Pra,gue-
Brynilds,e1n1, Benjamin H., Minneapolis 
Buchanan, WinifTed: Phoebe, Perham 
Buckman, Frances G., Annandale 
Buehll'er, Esther Amelia, Swanville 
Buethe, Lucylle Edith, Pay nesville 
.Burgdorf, Clarence G. R., White Bear 
Burke, Annastac:ha Marie, St. Cloud 
Buttweiler, C.Lara Theresa, Melrose 
Cady, LuelI,a Alice, Pelican Rapid,s 
OampbeJ,1, Colin, Alexandria 
Campbell, Louis,e Martlm., Bufl'alo 
Clarlson, Florence Theresda, Little Falls 
Carlson, Hilda se,rena, Renville 
Oarlson, Minnie Carolyn, Willmar 
Carlson, Ruth V., Warba 
Carpenter, Mildred Luella, Grove City 
Cas,Slady, Irva Inez, Litchlfleld 
Caswell, Addie Alethea, Ed!en Valley 
Cater, Ed,na Mildred, St,. C'loud 
Chalgren, Dorochy M., Minneapolf.s 
Chapin, Phyllis Marie, Ortonville 
Chapman, Dorothy Jane, Chicago, Ill. 
Chapman, Geneva La.Pearl, Royalton 
Chapmrun, Meta Lenore, '.Royalton 
Chapman, Orpha Irene, Royalton, 
Clhlsholm, Anna Marian, Paynesville 
Christenson, Cora. Sebelia, Clarkfield 
Christenson, Helen Veronfoa, Benson 
Oh'ristenisen, ISia!bel H., Glarkf1'eld 
Christlamison, Bertha. .Mice, MadDson . 
Chrlatianison, Es,ther C., Paynesville 
mark, Bernice Eleanor, Minneapolis 
Clark, Dorothy Florence, Hector 
Clark, Edirth Malvina, Carlos 
Clark, Fred, Brook Park 
Clarke, Blanche Doc!a, Mlnne,apolis 
Clarqulst, Verna Elvira, Hoffman 
CLow, Dorothea Leig11,, Kans,ais City, Mo. 
Clow, Eleanor G., Kansa s Clity, Mo. 
Cockburn, Isa1ble Mary, Villard 
Cockburn, J\,farg.aret Jane, Vi.Ila.rd 
Coder, Edna Izola, Two Harbors 
Cohler, Edith Shfrly, St. Paul 
Cohoes, Floyd Wrlghter, Zimmerman 
ColeIIllan, Robert Lee, El/bow Lake 
Colli'IllS•, Catherine Anne, Minneapolis 
Oolman, Wliindfredl Dav!,s1, Correll 
Coons, Carol Winfield, Sauk Centre 
Cooper, Myrtle Enid, Pequot 
Covell, Gervaise Audrey, New London 
Cramb, Loi~ Leland, Mlla.cn 
Cresine, Irene Geneveva, Buffalo Lake 
Crolley, Agnes Mary, Minneapolis 
Cullen, Philip James, Waverly 
Cyrus, Fern Ila, Glenwood 
C;'1'.11Si, Leonard Aaron, St. Cloud 
Daberkow, Agnes H. , Hancock 
Dahl'gren, Ruth Agnes, Cambridge 
Dale, Beatrice Cha.rl'otte, Minneapolis 
Dalqui,s,t, Rilde,r. Randall! 
Dantefoon, Amelia E., Cyrus 
Danielson, Carl Emil Theo., Cyrus 
Danlels1on, Judith, Dunnell 
Danz!, Hilda Christine, Melrose 
Daugherty, Benjamin F ., Owatonna 
Davis, Ladora Ruth, Waubun 
Davis, Myrabelle, Waden1a 
Dawson, Phylliss, St. Cloud 
De La Hunt, Lois · Gertrude, Willmar 
DeLong, Dudley De Forest, Hutchinson 
Del\fars, Elsie l\faTY ~rie, Minneapolis 
Dennlis, Doro,thy, Minneapolis 
Des,ens, Es;ter Anna, Litchfield 
Dickenisolll, Doris Jane, Monticello 
Ddffendod, Dorothy Harriet, Willmar 
Dotan, Katheryne Jane Eileen, Glencoe 
Donnay, Regina Elizabeth, Paynesville 
,Drlste, Els1J:e Annette, Litchfield 
Dris te, Matilda Josephllne, Litchfl:eld 
Dudley, Grace Mellv!lle, St. Cloud 
Dufort, Beatrice Alma, Little Falls 
Dummert, Winifred, Portland, Ore. 
Dunton, Reva, Annandale 
Dyer, May A. (Perkins), Minneapolis 
Dyshaw, Ruth G., Maynard 
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E'bner, Eldna Cecelia, Elk River 
Eckman, Olga Elid~ Foley 
Edinger, Floiia Maxian, Wrudena 
Effinger, Florence, Wayzata 
Eggena, Alice, MontJlcello 
Egle,ston,, Maxy Alice, Wadena 
Ekberg, Lillian Sophfa, Minneapolis 
E1lletson, Glady,s Harriet, Foley 
Elliott James Richard, Dassel 
Ellis, Margaret Rulli, W!!Jdena 
Eng, Oscar Robert, Ink1ster, N. D. 
Engum, Edith Marra, Blue Earth 
Ericks1on, Mildred s~. Sauk Rapids 
Ernster, Helen Lucinda, Wadena 
Falkingham, Ada Myrtle, Willmar 
Fallon, Regina Anita, Hutchinson 
Fawcett, Esther Eliizl!Jbeth, Minneapolis 
Fellmain1 Violet C., Red Lake Falls 
Ferguson:, Odessa May, Breckenridge 
Find·sen. Walda, Staples 
Finley, Gladys D., Minneapolis 
Finney, Grace Mary, Hiumfboldt 
Flink, Olga Muriel, Cambridge 
Floe, Olga Ruth, Cottonwood 
Flynn, Thelma Ione, Alexander, N. D. 
Forbregd, Jennie Lfinrnea, Osakif.l 
Ford, Mildred Lorra1ne, Minneapolis 
Fort, Effie Lorleana, Ironton 
Foster, Irene BeTnice, 0Raki-s 
Fowlds, l\fabel Helen, Palisad'3 
Fowldis,, Ruth Cordelle, Brooten 
Franti, Mary Sophia, W'inton 
Frazier, E sther Luc.ile, Verndale 
Freberg, Ann Hildergard , Minneapolis 
Fredeen, Gladys Norma, Cambridge 
Friiend, Gertr1tde Caroline, Minn e,apolis 
Frttz, Frances Angeline, Eveleth 
Fritz, Katherine Roza nne, Eveleth 
Fry, Paul Hyde, St. Cloud 
F'D', Verna Muriel, St. Cloud 
FugeTe, Joy Eva, Chisholm 
Gabiou, Marrle Kathryn, Brainerd 
Ganis, Elizabeth Ann Patricia, St. Cloud 
Garnier, Margaret Katharvn, St. Cloud 
Gartner. Mae El!izrubeth, Preston 
Gehm, Ruth E., St. Cloud 
Gehrtn~. Ermily, Wasieca 
Gersich, Sophie Kathryn, Chisholm 
Gilbert, Ge,rtrude Mae, Mon-is 
Gilbert, Vera Viola, Foreston 
Gilman, Malcolm Dean , St. Cloud 
Gims,e, Llllian' Agnes, Virginia 
G.ievre, Ruth M., Hancock 
Gleason, Alice D., 'Wiadena 
Glen, Dorothy BeU, Minp.eapolis 
Glynn, Genevie,ve M., Maple Lak,e 
Goblirsch, A,gnes Jo,sep,hine, St. Cioud 
Godfrey, Mary Patricia, Hirbbing 
Gorman, Mildred Frances, Mal)le La.ke 
Grauman, Harold Horace, Long Prairie 
Graves, Vera Mlargaret, Mora 
Green, Pearl Adella, Battle Lake 
Grell, Anna Margaret, Pierz 
Griffeth, Martha Leota., St. Cloud 
Grunert, Florence Leona, Danube 
Gugis1berg, Mathilde A .. Minneapolis 
Gulbranson, Ethelyn Sylvia, Hofrman 
Gumper, Marie Marguerite, Becker 
Gustad, Agnes, Crosby 
Gustad, Eva Marie, Crosby' 
Gustaveson, Clarice Ludille, Olivia 
Guthrie, Eve,lyn A., Blooming Prairie 
Haack. Stella E. , ~'aite Parle 
Hadrich, Floyd Charles, Alexandria 
Hagirny, l\,fa,rie E., Rosemount 
Hagsrt:rom. Hazel Myrtle, Lowry 
Hajicek. Mary Jane, Hutohinson 
Hakel, Gladys Elailne, Silver Lake 
Haley, Mary Hughzina, Willmar 
Halverson, Josephline Olivia, Warroad 
Halvorson, Jose1>hine Martha, Virginia 
Rames, Margaret Hazel, Fergus Falls 
Hamilton, Mabel Victoria, Hector 
Hamiand, Jeannette Mae, Virginia 
Hannon, Catherine Alice. Maple Lake 
Harnsen, Albert Carl, S-auk Centre 
Han1sen, Emma Margrethe, Arco 
Hanson, Hazel Ctaudine, Morris 
Hansen, .John :IDlie, Pleasant Lake 
Hanson, Marv Chrlistine. Brager 
H ans:on, Myrtle Eldora. Alexandria 
Han.son. Sylvia Mildred. Wheaton 
Hardwick, Earl Oliver John, Appleton 
Hardy, Luella Acriora, Hastings 
Harren, Barbar,a Marie, Freeport 
Harriis, Arloine Margur'ite, Hanley Falls 
Han-is, E.valyn, Os'aki,s 
Harrison, Helen Geraldine. Minneapolis 
Hartfeil, Hermina E.lsa. Minneap0Us 
Hatlelid. Lillie Alice, St. Cloud 
Hauck. Isabel VioTa, St. Cloud 
Hawkins,, Ghdys A'bbelinie, Deer River 
Hawley, Aileen. Sand,s,tone 
Hazard, Ruth Hattie, Excelsior 
Hearn, GatJherine Maur'ine. Minneapolis 
Heegard, George Milton, Starbuck 
Heid, Bertha Amllle, St. Cloud 
Heffm, Louise Joan, St. Cioud 
Heimann, Ellie! Luetta, Graceville 
Heine, J,rene Alberta. Minneapolis 
Heisel, Olementine Elaine, Little FaHs 
Hendry, Moselle Easter, St. Cloud 
Hennessy, Claire Malvin1a, MLnneaoolis 
Henrulng, Paul Harold E ., St. Cloud . 
Henning., Wendell Yngry, St. Cloud 
Henni'ngsen, Caroline H., Stillwater 
Herdlichka, Martha Matilla, Owatonna 
Hermstad, Evelyn F., Miruneapolis 
Hetherington, K. Violet, Minneapolis 
Heuer, Edna Marie, Bertha 
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Hewttt, Merle Carolynn, Kimbal1 
Hiemenz, Alvina Marlie, St. Cloud 
Hill, Alton David, St. Cloud 
Hill. Saidie Ge11ie, Maple Plain 
Hoefer, Agnes Julia, Lsle 
Hoefer, Gertrude Irene, St. Paul 
Hoikka. Anna Kathryn, Annandale 
Holm, Estrude W., M:innieapolis 
Holm, MiHie Isa,belle, Staples 
Holmes, Juli,a Evelyn C. , Ferrtile 
Holt, E1sie Katherine, Minneapolis 
Holt, Irene l\fargaret, North Branch 
Hooker, Clifford Ernes,t, Brook Park 
Hopper, Irene Almaretta, Virginia 
Horn. Earl Thomas, Pillager 
Hoskins, Orpha K., Eden Vallev 
Hovorka, Olaire Joan, St. Cloud 
Hoy. Agnes G .. Mlinneapoli.s 
Hurley, Mary Elizabeth, Keewatin 
Huseth, Nonma Viola, Etbow Lake 
Hy,berg, Regina, Hamel 
Hy11fop. Beverly Mae. Sauk R apirl•R , 
Jngelhrigtson, Orpha K., Minneannlis 
Ingebrigts-on, Sam J\lf .. Minne9nnlis 
Ironside, Ellsworth, Browns Valley 
Jack, A1ddifl Belle. Crow '\Ving 
Jackman. Selma Marie, Aitkin 
.Taque•s, Emma .Tnne. Aitkin 
Jaycox, Na•n1ev. Pinestone 
Jens•en, Alice Theodlor'a. Cloouet 
Jensen, Ruth Joanna. Hutchinson 
Jernberg, Lillian Marie, Fairmont 
Joilmson, Alice Marie C .. So. Hihbine: 
Johnson, Beatrice Carme•n1. Faribault 
Johnson, Eunice V. H .. Benson 
Johnson, Eveline J ., Minneapolis 
Johnson, Florence Adena. Virginia 
Johi!llson, Florence ElizabetJh. Foreston 
Johll!S:on, Florence Esther, Clear Lake 
Johnson, Gliadys Marian, Minneapolis 
Johnson, Grace B., Minneapolis 
Johnson, Harriet Estell:i. Ste,vart 
Johns,on, Helen Marie, Gilbert 
Johns•on, Huldah Evelyn, Ortonvilfe 
Johnson, Ine,z H arriet, Mayer 
Kiam-bes,ta.d, Gertrude, Kerkhoven 
Kamlhe·stad, Lloyd W., I{:erkhoven 
Kaslow, Opal Margaret, Minneapolis 
Kaun, Leona Sybilla, Brainerd 
Kay, LottliP. Mae, Sit. Cloud 
Kerusling, E,lsie Alice, Zi!Il1merman 
KeasHng, Eunice Olive, Zimmerma·rn 
Keaveny, Martin Timothy, St. Ctoud 
Keefe, Genevieve B. D., Morton 
Keefe, Mol'1y Evelyn Joan, Foley 
Kelly, F'l:orence G. (Mrs.), Minneapolis 
Kempf, Ma.hlon Wi!Liam, Staple·s 
Ketten, Evelyn Leanore, Detroit 
Kiesel, Gladys A., Bismarck, N. D. 
Kildahl, Phoebe D. J., Minneapolis 
Kilstofte, Gndrun Berntsen, A•skov 
Kimmel, Constance Virginia, Nashwauk 
Kind, Daniel Edward, St. Cloud 
IDing, Berenice Aileen!, Brainerd 
Kinsella, Mabel EUzabeth. Sauk Centre 
Kipp, Alvim Jeannette, Fos•ston 
Kipp, Harriet Uilyanne, Fos,ston 
Kipp, Marion Od,ella, li1osston 
Kise, Orien Harold, Hanley Fails 
Klei·Illfehn, Laurine Esther, St. Cloud 
Kna,pp, Jes-sie Vida, Paynesville 
Knapp, Marcella Dorothea, Preston 
Knapp, M,argery May, Big La,ke 
Knower, Margie Caro-I, Kimball 
Knowles, Emma Cather!ine, Stillwater 
Knutsen, Ad.elaiide Regina, St. Cloud 
Kohlhasle, JoJ'ce Jaco1J Oharle•s, Mizpah 
Koivi-sito, Aile Marie, Virginia 
Kosel, Gertrude Joscr>hine. Rice 
Ifoskey, Olga, Hibbing 
Koski, Kathe:rtine Mathilda, Menahga 
Kowalke, Ria1ph Benjamin, Excelsior 
Kremer, Susan Angela, St. Cloud 
Kre,siek, Eunice J ,ane, Nashwauk 
Kriesel, Eve,lyn Carol, Stillwater 
Krizan, Neilie, Minneapolis 
KronenJberg, Agnes Frances, Kim"ball 
Kuiper, Mamie, Clara City 
Kuslba, Evelyn Emma, S.auk Centre 
Kutzman, ELizabeth Mathilda, Avon 
KVlisitad, .Tenn1e Olive, Echo 
Kyvig, Helen, Alllllia, Starbuck 
Lavalle, Evelyn Mary, Graceville 
Laitala, Lina Marie, Ely 
Lambert, Ione Eleanor, Little Falls 
Lamuth, Marie Frances, Chisholm 
Johnson, JuUa Marie, Lake Mills, Iowa 
Johnson, Julia (Mrs .), Minneapoli-s 
Johnson, Mabel E., Watertown 
Johnson, Mathilda Eleanorr, Arco 
Johnson, Maud Harriet, Evansville 
Johnson, Mvrtle Evelyn. Willmar 
Johnson, Myrtle E., Hoffman · ' Lane, Rose Marie, Graceville 
Langenbaooer, Glad,y,s H., Deer Creek 
Langton, l\.fa.e Mm,garet, Pembina, N. D . 
Larson, Esther Louise, Georgeville 
Larsen, Evelyr/'M., St. Loui,s Park 
Larson, Frances Marie, Clarkfield 
Larson, Hattie B., Chokio 
Johnson, Myrtle Irene. Braine,·d 
John,son, Nathnniel W., St. CToud 
.TohnJson. Pe,a.rl E'Isie. Clear Lalrn 
Johnson, Perurl Genevie.ve, Tower 
Johnston, Elsther Sirucla:ir, St. Cloud 
Jone,sl, Venita Idell, Minnea.polis 
Juel, MHdred Florence, Minneapolis 
Julin, Ha21el I•rene M., Kelllsington 
Larson, Helen Josephine, Lindstrom 
Lai,son, Helen .Josephine, Murdock 
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Lars8'Il, Leona Loui,se, Ivanhoe 
Larson, RIiy Wells, St. Cloud 
LarsOlll, Rosalind C. C., Winthrop 
LeVesconte, N'orma, Minneapolis 
Lee, Katherine E., Minneapolis 
Lee, Lili!Jlan Juliana, Brainerd 
Lee, Marian Mable, Grand Rapids 
Lehner, Dora Ruth, Sebeka 
Leix, C. Lucile, Minneapolis 
Lembke, H er·bert William, Sauk Centre 
Lemmerm.anDI, Agnes E ., ,Sauk Rap,ids, 
LenMz, Aloert Jos1eph, A]bany 
Leonard, l\fargaret Dorothy, Millville 
Levenick, Herbert C., Park Rapids 
LiHemon, Ruth Lenor, Green.bush 
Lindberg, Anne Maria, Bott~neau, N. D. 
Lind,gren, Id•a, Little Falls 
Lindholm, Hildegarde Marie, Harris 
Lindman, Jennie Bernice, Anoka 
Dindsay, Helen Mal"ion, Anoka 
L'in:go, Ednai E'llen, Osakis 
Linn, Be,s,sie Harriet, Lindstrom. 
L1'ns1ey, Alice M., Willow RivE'Il' 
Locks, F1orence (Mrs•.) , Little F alls 
Logelin, Frances B., St. Bonifacius 
Lohrubakken, Je,s,sie Lenore, St. Oloud 
Loom:is, Lau11a May, St. Cloud 
Losse, Cecyle Pauline, Oslo 
Lowry, Jessie Co,rdelia, Das,sel 
Lucking, Margie Betty, Perham 
Luhde, Fred1a Henrietta, Sartell 
Lutz, Dorothy Lillian, Minneapolis 
McCallum, E sther Kathryn, Hastings 
McCallum, Mabel E'1sie, Hasiting,s 
McCauley, Alice Ray, Mobridge, S. D. 
McCauley, Lucile C., Minnea.polis 
MacDonald, Hattie Vera, St. Paul 
McDonald, Sarah Agnes, Stillwater 
McDowell, Carl Clinton, Wadena 
McGuire, Margaret Ellen, Oass Lake 
McGuire, Marie B., Litchfield 
M.cintyre, Margaret A., No. St. Paul 
McKenzie, Grace Irene, Princeton 
McKenzie, MUdred Louise, Warroad 
McKnight, Salome Mary, Stillwater 
MiacRay,ne, P,auline, An!oka 
McTa.ggart, Erl. G., Grand Forks, N. D. 
Macdonald, Doris Ethel, Crookston 
Machula, Walter August, Sauk Rapids 
Maddy, Grace Edna, Grand Rapid s 
Mader, Susan M,arie I., Nashwauk 
Ma.gnJuslOn, Alice Johann.a, Stillwat er 
Malmberg, Pearl, Atwater 
M1ankell, Alice Mlarlian, New London 
Marihart, Louise Agnes M., Bruno 
Martin, Elizabeth, Hinckley 
Maus, Gertn1de Ann, Wia.tkins 
Maus, Juli-a Agnes, Watkins 
Mayhew, Gertrude C., Minneapoli,s 
Mayhew, Helen S., Minneapolis 
Meier, Eliiza,beth C'aroiline, Holdingford 
M'eilirne~, Maibel (MM.), St. Paul 
M'elin, Ebba Marie, Buffalo 
Meling, Leila, men.wood 
Merrick, Reva Elverrua, Crosby 
Metzger, Margaret Marie, Becker 
Metzroth, May, St. Cl~ud 
Meurer, Marie Celestine, Bird Island 
M.i'Chalen.ko, Helen F., Mobrid,g(:!, S. D. 
Miller, Pearl Ame1ia, No,rt•hfield 
M'iltoru, Janice Thelma, Minneapolis 
Mitchell, Ura Elna, Long Prairie 
Mitlton, Eunice AnlDa (Mrs,.), Staples 
Mix, Fredrick William, St. Cloud 
Mix, Helen Marie, St. rnoud 
Moe, Lillian Joyce, Milaca 
:Moore, Bernice Evelyn, Minneapolis 
Morch, Harriet Beach (Mrs.). Litchifield 
Morrison, Margaret Ivlary, St. Cloud 
Mortenson, Lucille A., Minneapolis 
Mulvey, Agne,s Jane, Warren 
Muncy, Thelma Glady,s, Royaltorn 
Murphy, Cat:herti.ne lsabl-e, Prior Lake 
Murphy, lone Catherine, St. Cloud 
Murray, Grace Evelyn, Clearwater 
Murray, JelllIIJie Alta, Pequot 
NeiLs, Verona Lydia, Sauk Rapids 
Neisen, Alice Marie, Hutchinson 
NeLson, Alvin Hugo, Evans•ville 
Nelson, Bertha Elvi11a, Little F alls 
Nel,son, Carol Hennrietta, Kerkhove•n 
Nelson, Doris Evelyn, M'.inneapoMs 
Nelson, Janet Irene, Svea 
NeLson, Jennie Sophia, Little Falls 
Nelson, Mal'l,,,"llerite Amelia, Mahnomen 
N'clson, Nina. Annette, Grantsburg, Wli•s. 
Nels.o,n, Vivian Co-rneUa, Hector 
Neuman, Rhoda Grace, Minneap1ollis 
New;laiilld, Carol Cb-ns,tance, Minrneapolis 
Nickel Clara Alice, Minneapolis 
Niem~, May Ellen, Dittle Falls 
Nord, Alice Mary, Minneapo.Jis 
Nord, Raymond Vernon, Hasty 
Norg.a.a.rd, Gertrude Lyla, Grove City 
Norg,aard, Haze~ Nomine, Grove Ciity 
Norris, Giadys• H., New London 
Nye, Dotty, Herman 
Nylen, Vio1let Myldred, Little Fal!,s 
O'Connor, Mairy Patricd,a J., St. Cloud 
O'Dowgherty, Hortense R., Maple Lake 
Oberg, Elaine Mildred,, St. Paul 
Olse·n1, As,trid Marie, Bminerd 
Olson, Elmer Erick, Wahkon 
Olson, Myrtle Bernad·ean, St. Paul 
Orr, Burnice Blueibell, Eagle Bend 
Pallansch, Theresa, Chisago City 
Palm, Ida Ma1ble, Loman 
Parent, Myrtle Je,stine G., Parent 
Parker, Barbara Myrtle, M!inneapolis 
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~arker, Eleanore Gail, Minneapolis 
Parker, Kathleen, Blackduck 
Parki<n1s00, Mildred Eunice, Monticello 
Parsons, Bernice Eliza:beth, Brook Park 
Pattison, Glirudys Grace, staple.a 
Paur, 'Dheod·ore Al1bin, Waubun 
Pek\kala, Sii:rli Iren.e, Ely 
Pennie, Edn,a Maude, Royalton 
Pericle, Eva Edythe, Hutchinson 
Perrault, Marie Eliza:beth, Ca•s•s Lake 
Perry, Carl Oameron, Stewart 
Peterson, Antoinette, Raymond 
Petenson, Arthur Theodore, Mizpah 
Peteraon, Bes1sie Martie, Os1akis 
Peterson, Cla.rl Victor, Little Falls 
Peterson, Carron Peter, Barrett 
Peterson, Elsie Catherine, Little FalJ.s 
Peterson, Evelyn Caroline, Virginia · 
Peterson, Florence Carein, Mora 
Fe$rson, GlaJdy,s Amorita, Bratnierd 
Peterson, Inig•a Dorothy, MinmiapoHs 
Pete11son, Ione, Villard 
Peterson, Olga Louise, Nelson 
Peterson, Pearl Clara, Northwood, N. D. 
Peteraorn, Philip Lawrence, St. Cloud 
Petet,son, Thea Julia, St. Cloud 
Peysa.r, Alma KJi.dwell, Glen 
Bhelp,s, Orin Delis Le,e, B110ok Park 
Phillips, Bertha Joan, M~nineapolis 
Phillip:s•, Kathryn Agne,s1, Havre, M'ont. 
Phillips, Monica Mildred, Bowlus 
Piehl, Bertha Loui,se, Aitkin 
Pilgrim, Florence H., Minneai,oUs 
Platt, Dorothy Lois, Warroad 
Plombom, Mary M., Stanley, Wis. 
Pogatshnik, Monica C,, St. Joseph 
Polk, Lillikln, Pine City 
Pomeroy, Juliet Minerva, Mtlnnea,polis 
Poole, E'd1n~ Naylor (Mrs.), Truman 
Poole, William Henry, 'Tu-uman 
Popple,r, Lenore Gladys, Chaska 
Powell, Effie AMcia, St. Cloud 
Bowers, Esther Mildred, Barrett 
Powers, Richard J., Mlildred, Mont. 
Prome11sberger, Frances C., Littlefork 
Prout, Al!i,ce Perseus,, Vlirginia 
Qualen, Alice Ida, Staples 
Quamme, Birdie Valborg V., Sunburg 
Rabideau, Helen Grace, Virginia 
Rand, Elsie Mae, Anoka 
Reck, Lyla Evelyn, Cavalier, N. D. 
Reichmuth, Alice Josephine, Chokio 
Remmele, Gladys ~orence P., Echo 
Reynolds, Gertrude M., Denver, Colo. 
Richards, L. Jos,ephlne, Sauk Rapids 
Riley, Orvetta H. (Mrs.), Minrneapolis 
Rinehart, Flossie H., Parkers Prairie 
rus,s,el, A11na, Glencoe' 
Roberts, Mary, Buhl 
Robinson, Joyce Letitia M., Eagle Bend 
Rodekuhr, Libbie Anna, Deer Creek 
Rohlf, Adelaide, Rush City 
Romann, Emm:a Sophia, Perham 
Rorvick, Frieda Annette, St. Paul 
Rosenbloom, Helen Ruth, Frazee 
Ross, Geraldine Alice, Montrose 
Roth, Frances Lucille (Mrs.), Ditltoni 
Rourke, Clementine C., Waubun 
Rowe, Geo. M'., St. moua 
Royden, Agne,s Louisa, Sacred Heart 
Russell, Ruth Lillian, S'auk Rapids 
Ryan, Mary Elizabeth, Mlinneapolis 
SahJ.strom, Rus•sell Andrew, Milaca 
Sa!JJd1brink, Grace Edlith, Melros•e 
SandJbrink, Hya.cintlh, 1'[elros•e 
Sa:nders,on1, Mary Gladys, Willmar 
Sartell, Ellslie May, Sartell 
Saunders, Emma: Miae, Becker 
Sawyer, Lois Hazel, Arnn·andale 
Scanlan, Virginfa Ellen, Maple Lake 
Scherfenlberg, Ruth Martha, St. Cloud 
Schlagel, Cecelia Mary, DeGraff 
Schley, AlicP Elizabeth, St. Oloud 
Schmelz, Pearl V., St. Cloud 
Schmid, Harry Charles, Avon 
S'chnei'der, Agnes Gertrude, St. Cloud 
Schneider, Marguerite M., St. Cloud 
Schoelkop.f, Retta Belle, St. Cloud 
S,cholz, Hild•agard G. M., St. Cloud 
S'choener, E sther M. C., St. Cloud 
Schultz, Flora·belle Mary, Alberta 
Schwartz Donruld Atbert, St. Clottd 
Sederberg, J ·anet Myrtle, Minneapolis 
Seibel Anita Wilhelmiinia, Montmse 
Senzek, Augusta Helen, Sauk Rapids 
Sewall Beula:h Irene, St. Louis Pa1·k 
Sihanedling. Marion Rodgers, Virginia 
Shea1rer, Mabel S. (Mrs.), Princeton 
Slhe,gge,by, Bernice G., Sacred Heart 
Shere,r, Arvilla Claretta, Sartell 
Sherman, Olive Elila, Pipestone 
Shtnmlick, Anna Vercmic:i, Clontarf 
Shrode, Ethel Mabel, Prmceton 
Siems, Helen Bertha, Chaska 
Siirola, Irene, Virglinia 
Simmons, Helen Willson, Minneapolis 
Sister M. Gabriel, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Josepha, St. Joseph 
Ska•alen, Gena' AlV'ina, Boyd 
Skilbba, Agnes, Buhl 
Skoglund, Ada Jea.ne.tte, Starbuck 
Slw,gman, Harriette Leorui, Cambridge 
Smith, H ele,n Ethel, Mdnneapolis 
Smith, HiLda Olivia, HenIJJi.ng 
Smith, Marguerite, Minneapoli.s 
Smith, Mildred ELaine, Deerwood 
Smraker, Louis J., Little Falls 
So~berg, Do,rothy Rosella, Elbow Lake 
Sorensen, Vernie, Becker 
Sorelllson, Marcus, Brainerd 
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Soulba, Theresa Mary, Hopkins 
Soylm, Clara Marion, HoldingfoTd 
Speiser, Secunda Elizrubeth, St. Joseph 
Spencer, Marie A,ntoinette, St. Paul 
Spielman, Ma11garet Alvim, Foley 
Spreitzer, Marjorie E. M., Virginia 
Staples, Lois Ione, St. Cloud 
Starkey, Agnes Elidia, Cambridge 
Starner, Viola Esthe.r , E~bow Lake 
Stebbins., L enora Harriet, Hancock 
Steenson, Myrtle Blanche, Minneapolis 
Steffenson, Lurena Geneva, Anoka 
Steffenson, Rudolf Gerhard, Anoka 
Stelzig, Zella (Mrs.), Waite P ark 
Stoebe, M. Ann, White Rock, S. D. 
Stone, Estelle Joy, Newport 
Sundell, Lempi Elizabeth, Aurora 
Sundell, Rudiolph Emanuel, Dassel 
Swall!son, Hazel Louls,e. Isanti 
Swanstrom. Ruth W., Greenbush 
SwedbeT,g, Johanna E., V\7ihite Bear 
Sweet, Hele,!] Gladys, Alexandria 
Swingley, Jennie Delores, CJ.ear Lake 
Syck, Laura Emelyn, Fer,gus F alls 
Sylvester, Marjorie May, Humboldt 
Syver:son, Norah Alvina, Almora 
Tammen, Anna Mae, Clara City 
Tart, Margaret Evelyn, Alexandria 
Teigen, Evelyn Adeline, Lowry 
Teller, Clarence Roy, GHbe•rt 
Thayer, Lela Maude, Minneapoli s 
Then, .Aignes Cecilia, Hastings 
Then, John Aloys, Hasitings 
Thiede, Magdalene Mary, Fairmont 
Thieman, Il"Eme Camma, F airmonill 
Thom, Miaybell A1bina, Wadena 
Thoma, Oelia Verna, Little Falls 
Thompson., Vera Ella, Trum:ar1 
Thomssen, Lucy Emma, St. Patti 
Thorene, Irenie (;pcelia, Stillwater 
Tilton., Lillian Leon.a, Ivanhoe 
Tlinnes,an,d, Gladiys R., MinneapoUs 
Tobisc!h, Herm'iQ.ne C. L., Still.water 
Toerner, Rosel'la ~therine, Buffalo 
Torkelson, Jewell Lynette, Badger 
Towne, Margaret LaLittia, St. Cloud 
Townsend, Eva Connor, Park Rapiids 
Trainor, Teresa E. , Gra.ceville 
•rrogen\ ENelyn Anne, Enfield 
Trons1on, Geneva E. , StJaples 
Tr.otimlbily, God,eline B., Red Lake FaHs 
Turnquis,t, Emily, Buhl 
Tykwinski, Mary Lillian, Ivanhoe 
Ulvestad, Martha LueJ.la, Morri•R 
Unger, Be:rnadette Catherine, Melrose 
Valker, Mildred -Margaret;. HutchilllSOil 
Va'Ilide,i,s,lui.s, Jet Louise, Sauk Rapids 
Vennmvitz, Lois Eliza;beth', Alexandria 
Wagne,r, Doris· Eileen, ifinneapolis 
Wagner, OHve Myrtle, Echo 
W·a lburn, Mrubel Ilene, Grey Eagle 
Walker, Averil Joy, Aldrich 
Ware, FI'ances Loui.s,e, Morris 
Wareness, Elinor A., New London 
\V,arnes,s,, Myrtle, N ew Lonid,on 
Waxiax, Ma:bel Marie, Two Harbors 
Wa ye, Morene Leola, Elbow Lake 
Weihs, Niorlbert Eugene, St. Cloud 
Weismann, Margare t L ., Rockville 
Welliver, M,abelle Inez, Eiden Valley 
Westerberg, Brar Gusta B. , St. Gloud 
We,s,terdahl , Ethel Minnie. Cokato 
Westergreni, DoTis EV1a, Bertha 
We,s,tgaard,. Alvin Ernest, Wi!llllla,r 
Wes.trom, Marde Jos ephine. St. Cloud 
Wetherby, Ethel Irene, Willmar 
Whalen, Ruth Marie, St. Louis Park 
Wihlitesell, Charles F., Browerville 
Wiehoff, William George. St . Cloud 
WiJl!iams, Val'borg Alette, Litchfield 
Wimmer, Genevieve M. B., St. Cloud 
Wolter, Delphine, S.t. CLoud 
Wolter, Olivlia Leo.Ja, Me[J'IOse 
Wood, E.Jlen Ghri,stine, Duluth 
Wood, Quentin Clair, Grey Eagle 
Woodrow, Dorthea Beatrice, Ogilvie 
Wotzka, Margaret G. F. , Flensburg 
Wright, Bes,sie Louise, M]<mtrose 
WI,obbel, Eleanor Vera, Howard Lake 
Wyman, ArabeUe, A1111oka 
Wyman, Viollet Hazel, N'o•rthwood, N. D. 
Youn;gbeTg, Hazel Dorthy, Sauk R<:Lpirls 
Za~ser, Marvel Elolise, Red Lake Falls 
·zeller, Edna Marie, Alexandria 
Ziehl, Melvin Arnold, Atwater 
Zimmerman, Anna, Osseo 
Five-Year Course 
AJexaJUder, T. J. (Mrs.), Minnea,poHs 
I Anderson, Marie Mathilda, Brainerd 
1 Donoghll!e, Lucie A,gne;s Ma,ry, Miarshall 
Donoghue, Nellie Amy Mary, Marshall 
F1arrand, Fannie Nellie, St. Cloud 
Farris, Margaret F,idelia, Becker 
Hanson, Anna T., Daws,on 
1 Haubrich, Clare Cecilia, Danube 
Hendrickson, Carl Clifford, Karlsta d 
Hilder, Mollie Esthe•r, St. Cloud 
Horne, Della Ann, Spicer 
Lattia, Ethel Di,ana, Duluth 
Lodermeier, C. G. (Mrs.), Royalton 
Nelsolli, Aurora F., Forest Lake 
Neison, Lillian Th eres•a, Mora 
Olson, Clara S., Minneapolis 
Reed, Be,s,s May, St. Pa1i1 
Riley, Mary Eleanor (Mrs.), St. Cloud 
Sk'inner, Nellie Ione, Royalton 
WliLson, Alice Beryl', Minnea.p_oli s 
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JUNIOR CLASS 
Two-Year Course 
Aaberg, Anna Marie, Northome 
Aarni, Lempi I, New York Mills 
Aasland, Dora E. Ruff (Mrs.), HiwoOd 
. Adams, Max, St. Cloud 
Agather, Meta Marie, Sauk Rapids 
Ahles, Louise Marie, St. Cloud 
Aldean, Mary Louise, Verndale 
Alexander, Sarah Hunter, St. Cloud 
Allen, Margaret E., Howard Lake 
Amundson, Hilmer Richard, Warren 
Anderson, Alice Dorothy, St. Cloud 
Anderson, Alta Theresa, Cokato 
Anderson, Eldora Emma, Hasty 
Anderson, Esther Amalia, Cokato 
Anderson, Evelyn T. M., St. Cloud 
Anderson, Florence E., Buffalo Lake 
Anderson, Francis Herman, Lowry 
Anderson, Irene M., Two Harbors 
Anderson, Mabel Irene, Minneapolis 
Anderson, Mae Alice, Menahga 
Anderson, Margaret A., N. Hibbing 
Anderson, Mary H., Hutchinson 
Anderson, Ruth Edythe, Hinckley 
Anfinson, Ruth Lillian, Milaca 
Antony, Theodore Joseph, Richmond 
Arndt, Orphelia Nathlie, Lesueur 
Axell, Irene Lillian, Braham 
Aylmer, Wilfrid Giles, Benson 
Babcock, Estelle Cecilia·, Pine City 
Backes, Loretta Suzanne, Cold Spring 
Bade, Esther Margaret, Minneapolis 
Bagel, Anne Genevieve, Minneapolis 
Bagel, Martha L., Minneapolis 
Bakeman, Winifred L. C., Eveleth 
Bakken, Aldora Madeline, Willmar 
Bal1;1e, Edythe Kathleen, McGregor 
Bane, Ruth Irene, Correll 
Barrett, Agnes Ethel, St. Cloud 
. Barrett, Edward Sylvestor, Avon 
Barrett, Elizabeth, Avon 
Barrett, Jack Francis Leo, St. Cloud 
Barsness, Harris Bernard, Cyrus 
Barstow, Abbie Mae, Anoka 
Bauer, Violet Hazel, Bertha 
Baufield, Emil Frank, Elk River 
Baumgartner, Mary L., Minneapolis 
Baver, Jennie Wilhelmine, Danube 
Bechtold, Iva Carolyn, Henriette 
Becker, Esther (Mrs.), Menahga 
Behr, Philip Roach, Paynesville 
Bengaard, Hannah J., Brainerd 
Benson, Winnifred J., Sauk Centre 
Bentler, Helen Marie, Randall 
Benzie, Ruth Genevieve, Onamia 
Berger, Evelyn Suzanne, Minneapolis 
Berglund, Janna W., Appleton 
Berquist, Mable Esther, 'Milaca 
Berkner, Joanna Barbara, Waverly 
Bertram, William Jay, Minneapolis 
Berven, Evelyn Thorberg, Chokio 
Beseman, Florence Elizabeth, Albany 
Bettendorf, Henry Lawrence P., Foley 
Beven, Elizabeth M., Verndale 
Beyschau, Elizabeth Marie, Pequot 
Biatch, Jeanette Bernice, Minneapolis 
Biddick, Clifford Fred, Elk River 
Birkman, Alvina S., Mora 
Bischoff, Martha, Freeport 
Blackwell, Wilmina Lucille, Lowry 
Blattner, Frederich C., St. Cloud 
Blau, Emma Lou C., Sauk Rapids 
Blenker, Rose Anna, Albany 
Blood, Viola June, Clear Lake 
Bloomquist, Marian E., Willmar 
Bluhm, Gordon DeLos, Bertha 
Bourger, Katherine Elizabeth, Albany 
Bohn, Oma Marian, Hewitt 
Borg, Lillian Katherine, Nevis 
Bouley, Edith Margaret, Dayton 
Bovine, Ellen Clementine, Minneapolis 
Bowden, Ellen Cora, Herman 
Bowden, Violetta Irene, Herman 
Bradish, Mary Jean, Eveleth 
Brandl, Adela Frances, Buckman 
Brandon, Alice Jane, Wayzata 
Brandt, Alice (D.) (Mrs.), Glenwood 
Bratton, Bernice Ruth, Herman 
Brauch, Valeria Katherine, St. Cloud 
Braun, Florence Wilhelmine, Renville 
Brennan, Mary M., Pembina, N. D. 
Briese, Minnie, Rice 
Briese, Thresa Tihlie, Rice 
Brixius, Eleanor Agnes Viola, Avon 
Brockmeier, Willis Kieth, St. Cloud 
Brooks, Bernice Eleanor, Elk River 
Brown, Ernest August, Little Falls 
Brown, Esther Lucille, St. Cloud 
Brown, Ethan Sanford, Little Falls 
Brown, Ruby Alvina, Willmar 
Bruckshen, Anne Gertrude, Freeport 
B'runberg, Alfred A. E., Hutchinson 
Brunn, Agnes· Mary G., Oak Park 
Bryant, Helen Marie, Monticello 
Buck, Marian Ola, Little Falls 
Burchett, Ida F.; Annandale 
Burckhardt, Marian Eleanor, Milaca 
Burdick, Beatrice E., Minneapolis 
Burke, Margaret Patricia, St. Cloud 
,.Burmeister, Ida E., Fairfax 
Burns, Ellen Lora, Cleveland 
Busch, Leo Francis, Brewster 
Byers, Dorothy Georgeana, Marshall 
Caldwell, Kathleen Elsin, Cass Lake 
Campbell, Mamie Ruth, Sauk Rapids 
Canton, Thelma Lucille, So. St. Paul 
Carlin, Charles William, Clear Lake 
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Carlson, Margaret Irene, Buffalo 
carpenter, Cordelia Elizabeth, Stephen 
Carpenter, Mae Laura, Sauk Rapids 
Carter, Eva Ann, Zimmerman 
Carter, Laura E., Bertha 
Cashmore, Ann M. I., Minneapolis 
cassady, Ina Vivian, Litchfield 
Cavanaugh, Olive, Deer Creek 
Chisholm, M. M. (Stewart), Backus 
Christensen, Jerome Arthur, Clarkfield 
Christianson, Ethel Cecelia, Hinkley 
Christopherson, Jeannette, St. Cloud 
Christopherson, Lorraine, St. Cloud 
Coen, Dorotha Elizabeth, Minneapolis 
Collins, Irene Mary, Stillwater 
Collins, Marie Elizabeth, Minneapolis 
Comstock, C. Eslie, Bertha 
Cook, Ferne Irene, Fairmont 
Corneluison, Hazel E., North Branch 
Corson, Helen Bethannia, Ada 
Crowley, Anne Marie, Morris 
Culligan, Florence Margaret, St. Paul 
Curry, Pearl Ella, Butterfield · 
Curtin, Ethel Corrine, . Minneapolis 
Czarnetzki, M., W., Sauk Rapids 
Dahl, Edith Marie, Milaca 
Dahlberg, Angeline J., New London 
Dahlem, Jeanette Lucille, Sauk Centre 
Dahlgren, Ann Marie L., New London 
Dallmann'. Otto George, Bertha 
Dan~ulov1c, Martha Veronica, Aurora 
David, C'leora Emma L., St. Cloud 
Davies, Irene Nora, Wild Rose Wis 
Davi_s, Hattie Christine, Fairrr{ont · 
Dav~•s, Marion Helen, Mi!ooeapolis 
Davis, Ruth Mrae, So. Haven 
1 
Day, Leone Catherine, Minneapold-s 
DeLong, Rachel Elizabeth. Dassel 
DeVore, Helen Naomi, Minneapolis 
Denne, Oscar Henry, St. C]oud 
Densmore, Laura Pearl, Boyd 
1 Devoid, Esther Judith, Bel-grade 
D~~r, Doo-othy Ruth, Minneapolis 
D1ckiruson1 Marlys, CI.a,ris•sa 
Dietrich, Irene M., Clear Lake 
Dill, Avis Sarah, Glenwood 
Dillan, Ellen Ingeborg, Brainerd 
Dissel1bret, Vivian Ciam, St. Cloud 
lJ Dockendorf, Cecilia Kathn,n, Wa.tkins Doddridge, Marguerite K., Clo{luet 
Donnay, Mrari!e Ida, Baynes,ville 
' Doyle, Mary Evelyn, Chokio 
Drewry, Alice Ma:rgaret Marie, St. Paul 
Dropping, Edwin (Mrs.), Jarkins 
Dwiire, FrecLa D. (Mrs.), Park Rapids 
Dziuk, lsta!bel, Foley 
Eckert, Muriel, Glenwood . 
Edg,erly, l.iinton Lester, Sartell 
Eiben, Esrther Emma C., Alexandrria 
Ek!lof, Irene E., Cokato 
Elliott, Gordon WeBs, Monticello 
Eng, Do,ra Anna, St. Paul 
En:ge,lll, John Orval, Elk River 
Engman, Dorothy M., Minneapolis 
Epple, Viola Vesrta, Montrose 
Eppler, Loretta Agnes Margie, Becker 
Erickson, Clarice Mildred, Sauk Centre 
Erickson, Elsie Marie, Brainerd 
Erickson, Glad!y,s E., Minneapolis 
Eflickson, Lime Cas,pa.ra, Kandiyohi 
Erickson, N, Harriet, Minneapolis 
Erickson~ N'anna Linea, No. Hibbing 
Erickson, Paul, St. C1'oud 
Erlandson, Ruby Hannah, Dawson 
Erspramer, Helen M., No. Htbbing 
E:rspamer, Nathaline M., No. Hibbinig 
Evan•s, Angie F., Dassel 
Evans, Helena Christme, Adrian 
EvaVQld, Hlilda Corinne, A>shby 
Evert, Gertrude Viola, St. Cloud 
Fanrgme~er, El1s:ie Marie, New London 
Faust, Clara, Pierz 
Fel'<.lliake, Alvina Tres,sie, Montevideo 
Fe.nlason, Lois Jean, St. Cloud 
Ferg\liSon, Mildred E., Minneapolis 
F1igge, Ja.rrues John, Annandale 
Fink, Dororthy Elaine, Minne-apolis 
F'ish, Clara May, Motley 
Fisher, Mable May, Sheldon, N. D. 
Fitch, Ruth, No. St. Paul 
Flack, Anne Magdalene, Little Falls 
Flam, Daisy Ellen, Kimball 
Flyg,are, WHliam J'ohn:, North Branch 
Fly,n1nr, Agnes Catherine, Albany 
l<lollett, Mrargaret, Minneapolis 
Foss, Edward Samuel, Franklin 
l<'ox, E'dna '.Mae, Bralin·erd 
Fraiser, Laura M'arion, St. Paul 
Fredrlick, L.uella Elizalbeth, Belgrade 
Free•ber,g, Florence Elmily, Clarissa 
Freeman, Helen E;leano•r, Richville 
Freeman, Katherine Mary G., St. Gloud 
Freer, Ina Marie, Isle 
Freer., Minnie Edrna, Isle 
Fremo, V,albo:r,g Cas,para, Boyd 
Frerich, Catheri'Ile J., Sauk Rapids 
Friedlund, Charlotte L., Linden Hills 
Froehl!iOh, Winnillred Rosa E ., Bertha 
From-elt, Erma Marie, Rice 
Frykholm, T,ill!ie, Annandale 
Gacke, Emma E,velyn Teresa, St. Cloud 
Gage, Elva Julia, St. Paul 
Galvin, Ethel Johanna, Montrose 
Galvin, Mae EtheLyn, Sauk Centre 
Garry, Leollla Juliet, Cottonwood 
Gehm, Edna, St. Gloud 
Gehren'beck, Gladys, Monticello 
Gersich, Aillile Helen T., Chisholm 
Geyer, Mayme Vi!olet, Bennettville 
G1lbe,rt, Mary Carolyn, Anoka 
Gjerde, M{libel Ovidia, Sunburg 
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Gleason, Helen Be1rtille, MinneapoUs 
Gluesing, Sylvia Marie, Willow River 
Goldlberg, Margaret (M'rs.), Hopkins 
Golie, madys, Sacred Heart 
Golz, Edna Jo Anne, St. Cloud 
Gombert, Estella C. R., Mazeppa 
Goodale, EI1a Pauline, Fertile 
Good,ell, Rolbert Simonds, Barnum 
Gol'don, Sylv1ia Elma, Brainerd 
Gosiha, F1orence Constance, Buhl 
Gottwalt, Louis Theodore, Rice 
Gow, Bertha Me,riam, Anolm 
Grady, Eleanor Margaret, Minrneapolis 
Granquist, Frank Victor, Stillwater 
Gregor, Violette Heien, Hancock 
Griep, Augusta M:arie, Lon1g Prairie 
Grifllin, Mary Helen Ann, Cold Spring 
Grimm, Alice Ida Valva, Minneapolis 
Grimm, Mildred Augusta W., Mo,ra 
Griswold, E,lby S. (Mrs.), Princeton 
Groebner, Florence S., Lake Li!Uan 
Gro,s,s., Bernyce, Minneapolis 
Gros1s-, Fred Jos,eph, St. Cloud 
Grnys, John Vernon, Brew,srter 
Gustafston, George W!illiam, S])icer 
Guyer, Gertrude May, Wlailkon 
Gysberg, Ardella Catha,ri-n1e, Belgrade 
Haberman, Adeline Dorothy, Kinbrae 
Haeihn, Dorothy Marie, Bowlus 
Haehn; Hilda Margaret, Roscoe 
Hager, Pearl Irene, S-:1uk Centre 
Haggerty, Michael J ,ames, Annand,a,le 
Hahn, Margaret Anne, Hope, N. D. 
Hahn, Martha Barbara, Hope, N. D. 
Hall, Alvah Lois, Foreston 
Hall, Alyce Ruth, Parkers Prairie 
Hall, Geo,rge VonLevern, St. Cloud 
Hallbom, Clara M., Atwater 
Halliday, Edna Georgi•ne, St. Cloud 
Halverson, Betta Conl'ence, Ashby 
Halverson, Lillian Serline, Hancock 
Haly,erson, Olga Elise, Milaca 
Ha.m, Marian Frances, Minneapol-iis 
Hamm, Florence Bernice, Little Falls 
Hiammero, Gladys, Wes1tbrook 
Hammonid, Marion Elaine, St. Cloud 
Hampel, Edith Ruth, Sprin,g Park 
Ham.uer, Olivia C., Albany 
Hannon, James Josep,h, M'aple Lake 
Hanson, Alice Harriett, Morris 
Hanson, Lillian E:v;elyn, Sauk Centre 
Hansen, Luree Hazel, Alexandr:ia 
Hanson, Mlargery Mattie, Litchfield 
Hanssen, Marguerite J. 0 ., Belgrade 
Harrison, Com Bergietrte, Zumbrota 
l¼t,tten, Miaude Mary, Stew,art 
Hayes, Inez E!llen, Stillwater 
Heinen, Victo:t1 Joseph, St. Cloud 
Heinonen, Syrene J., New York Mills 
Hemi-rickson, Anna Elizabeth, Brainerd 
Hennessy, Mae Ilona, St. Paul 
Hermanutz, Raymond J., Cold Spring 
Herr, Laura Madelyn, Atwater 
Herrlinger, Elizabeth, Ca,I,oline, Albany 
Hicks, Myrtle Mae, M'i'nneapolis 
Hillia rd, Rebecca .Jane, Buffalo 
Hinegardner, Amber H., Grand Rapids 
HHtle, Elizabeth Mary, M'ora 
Hjert!os, Eun1ce C. V., Middie River 
Hohensee, Alice Elizabeth, Rockford 
HoHan, Effel Berly,n!e, Maynard 
Hollander, Allan Victor, St. Cloud 
Hollinder, Mabel E. (Mrs,.), Big Lake 
Holmgren, EILa AHan, Pennock 
Holmgren, Myrtle E., Pennock 
Holm, Mildred Esther J., New London 
Holist, Venice K., Sacramento, Cal. 
lfoltiberg, Lila M:., BelgTade 
Holz, Alma Amelia, St. Cloud 
Homan, Lillian G. (Mrs.), Little Falls 
Hough, Carlton Morgan. Pillager 
Howard, Alice Mary, N'ewport 
Howe, J1osephine, Litchfi1eld 
Howland, Verna Gaylord, Northfield 
Huber, Irene Marie Elaine, St. Cloud 
Huelster, Alice Irene, St. Paul 
Hughes, Grace Ro,se Mairy, De.Graff 
Hughe,s, Margaret Mary, Ede,n Valley 
Hultgren, Elsie Martha, Raymond 
Illigen, Marie Magdalene, Hastings 
Imdieke, EHzabetJh Emily, Brooten 
Isherwoud, Harry Leroy, Sebeka 
Ittner, Alice Grace, Cass Lake 
Iverso,n, Ruth El1izabeth, Big Lake 
Jacobson, Blanche Irene, Kerkhoven 
Jacohson, Grace Elizabeth, Northfield 
J,aruson, Agrnes Teresa, Waverly 
Jansen, Gesina Marg:aret, Wadena 
Jesh, Hildagard Marie, Albany 
J1ohmison, Agne,s C., Willmar 
Joihns·on, Alice Delphi•ne, Loman 
JohnslCJn, Anna ViV'i, Cokato 
Johnson, Cliffurd Conrad, Alexandria 
Johnson, Cil,iffor-d Haml'in, Alexandrta 
Jiohns,on, Earl Edmund, Sauk Centre 
Jo'hirns:on, Edith Johanna, Maynard 
Johnson, Edythe Helen, Mora 
Johnson, Eleanore B., Minneapolis 
Johnson, Ella Miarie (Mrs-.), Montro1se 
Jiohlll!s'on, Emma Carolina, Willmar 
Johnson, Eth.el Ann, Ea:gle Bend 
JohnsO'll, Eugeruia Dorothy, Si1ver Creek 
Johnson, J1osephline Hannah,, Annandale 
Johnso>n,, Laiura. Bertha, Brainerd 
John,s,on, Lester William, Hackensack 
Johnson, Lisle E1smorud, Alexandria 
Johnson, Louella Harrieth, Murdock 
Johnson, Lucile May, Wdllmar 
Johruson, Magnhild C., Cbfaago City 
Johnson, Nellie Emelia, Maynard 
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Johntson, Nina Christine, Forest Lake 
.Johnson, Olga Elliz.rubeth, Aurora 
Johns·on, Ruth Elizabeth, Buffalo 
Johnson, Viola Helen, Clo<:1uet 
Johnson, William Adolphe, Milaca 
Johnston, Stanley Low, St. Cloud 
Jones, Inez Louise, St. Cloud: 
Jones, Lucille ·wayne, Robbinsdale 
J 1orgenson, Pearl Spencer A., St. Paul 
Jost, Eliz.abeth Helen, St. JosepI[ 
Kaiser, Rose Marilynn, Little Falls 
Kalli, Dagmar Johanna, Cromwell 
K•al,)ell, Em.ma Louise, Frazee 
K·astelz, Anna Oarollyn, Aurora 
Kelly, Bernetta Rita, Murdock 
Kelly, Frances Agnes, Annandale 
Kelly, Helien' Dorcas, Gottonwood 
Kemp, Ama}\da Mayme, St. Paul 
Kene.fic, Florence J., Minneapolis 
Kennedy, Charlotte Inoa A., Anoka 
KenmK)dy, Haz,el, Anoka 
Kennedy, Helen Katherine, Anoka 
Kennedy, Teasel E. , Sauk Centre 
Kenney, Mary Kathryn, Kerkh.oven 
Kerlans1ki, Jul'ius Harold, St. Cloud 
Key, Elaine Leora, Sauk Centre 
Key, Elvira A•gnes, Sauk Centre 
Key, Victor E'llsworth, Sauk Centre 
Kilday, Claire Cecilia, DeGraff 
Kilgard, Irma Christine, Foley 
Kinsella, Madeline, Sauk Centre 
Ka.pp, PauQ Melvin, Fosst001 
Kirkpatrick, Verna Eugunia, Willmar 
Kirsch, HaroM August, St. Cloud 
Klebs, A!gnes Cecil, Bertlia 
Klemp, Laura Ida Clare, Os.s•oo 
Kliber, Cecelia K. G., Little Falls 
Kline, Evelyn Lucile, Brewster 
KQos'S, Amiand!a Ustine, Maple Lake 
Knase, Catherine M., Long Prairie 
Knils•s, Viola Twinkle, Clearwater 
Knowlton, Gladys Josephine, Big Lake 
Kohler, Helen Geneveive, H olloway 
Korll, Theresa Marie Helen, Flens,burg 
I{joskie, Fannie, Cok:ato 
Kos,t, Ramona Mary Ma11guerite, Avon 
Kre,bechek, Sophie Helen, Erie 
Krebs, Hilda Alvina Kathryn, Albany 
Kronberg, Florence Elvira, Stillwater 
Kutz.man, Henry Francis, Avon 
LaBeau, Lawrence Bernard, Buffalo 
Ladner, George Ral'ph, S.t. Cloud 
Lam[bert, Louise Mary, Parkville 
Landaal, Lester Frank, Pease 
Landgren, E. M., Underwood, N. D. 
Landmark, Maybelle, DeGr.'l.ff 
LaDJes, Irene J anett e, Montevideo 
Langdale, Estelle, St. Cloud 
Lantto, Ida Olive, Arun.andale 
Larallllie, Marguerite ·M•'l.l'y, Crookston 
Larson, Alma Margaret, Chokio 
Larsron, Hazel LueUa, Brandon 
Larson, Hed,vig Elvira, Belgrade 
Larson, Irene Gertrude, Waite Park 
Larson, Ju11ice Elivira, Cottonwood 
Larson, MeJiion!la Mari-e, New London 
Larson, Solvey Patrine, M'inneapoMs 
Laitterell, Herbert Peter, Foley 
Lauer, Theo. Chr. Jose.ph, Roscoe 
Laurent, Rosalind M.arie, Dayton 
Law, KatheriIJJe Edna, Randolph 
Lea,sman, Myrle Em.!eline,- Hewitt 
Ledwich, Patricia A. E., Grafton, N. D. 
Lemmerman, Lester W. J., Sauk Rapids 
Lennartz, Flore>Illee Louise T., Kent 
Lewlis, Gr!ace Miay, Murdock 
Lidstrom, Rennette Clarice, Lowry 
Ltllqu.ist, Dorothea Elna, Mora 
Lillqu.is t, Erugrid Vi-olia El., St. Cloud 
LindaH, M.ild·re·d AcleHne, Clar:k.field 
Linds.trom, Edna Marie, Mora 
IJindt, Isabel KatJb.ryn, St. Cloud 
Lippert, Laura Esther, Hutchinson 
Lockwood, v ,erna Marie, Motley 
Loe, Judith Constance, Cottonwood 
Lofsted,t, Venldella Edith; Glenwood 
Lohnlbakken, Agnes Josephine, Dawson 
Lohrubakken, Myrtle A., St. Clou.d 
Longwell, Helen Gertrude, Kimball 
Lorber, Mary Estella., Motley 
Lord, Frances Marion, Buffalo 
Loros, Hildur Wilhelmina, Minneapolis 
Lo,so, Ma rgaret Mary, Staples 
Loza, Julia J'.ose.phine, Royalton 
Lufkin, Dorothy Eileen, St. Cloud 
Luhd,e, Ed,na Mae, Sartell 
Lundeen, Sjdney B., Isanti 
Lunemann, AUJgusita (Mrs.), St. Cloud 
Lyib-eck, Evelyn Margaret, Glenwood 
McArthur, Norene Gertrude, Hancock 
McCarthy, Alice M., Stillwater 
McCrory, Sibyl Estella, McGrath 
McGul:La.gh, Inez Ellen, Goodrich, N. D. 
MctDonald, Isabelle Marie, St. Cloud 
McGillivray, Lorayne Agnes, Virginia 
McGree, .A:nina, Hwsitin,g;s 
McGuiggan, Phyllis Merion, Virginia 
McGuire, Franc·Ls E ., Minneapolis 
Mdintyre, Jean F. M., No. St. Paul 
M1eKenna, Gl•ady,s, Helen, Brainerd 
McKi'mon, Goldie Mae, Barnum 
McLeod, Anna Marie, Annantlale 
McNabb, Wotis W., Elk River 
Miaguire, Emeli11e Fra nces, Park Ra,p.i-ds 
Ma;hluril, Howal'd Jerome, Brainerd 
Maiklrnla, Lillian Anne, Eveleth 
Mallery, Susan Anna, Fores-ton1 
Mallon, Rosella Belle, Waite Park 
Mamer, Dorothy Helen, Little Falls 
Mapes, l\f.}Ttle Laura, Watertown 
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Ma.th1asen, Mari<e Cecelia, St. C1oud 
Mattsifleld, Richard Edward, Litchfield 
Maus, Justina Barbara Joan, Watkins 
Maxson, Dorcas Irene, St. Cloud 
Mayo, Millie Mann, Anokia 
Meade, Agnes Beatrice C., Brainerd 
Meade, Genevieve Evely,ni C., Brainerd 
Medved, Elizabeth K., Little Falls 
Meleen, Eleanor, M'ila,ca 
Mengellroch, Laura Mary, HopkiDis 
M,entJh, Josephine Alice M., Albany 
M'enth, Kooigunda Marie, Al:bany 
Mertes, Veronica M. (Mrs.), Watkins 
Mesenburg, Angeline Mary, St. moud 
Metz, Grayce Ethel, So. St. Paul 
M'etzger, R:osam1a; Mae, Booker 
Meyers, Agnes Kathyrn, Hastings 
Mi!chiets, Irene Mary, St. Oloud 
Miche1son, Lemlne Sylvia, Little Falls 
Miller, AUce Lucille, St. Francis 
Miller, Emeline Grace, Payne,sville 
Miller, Helen Harriet, Wadena 
MitcheU, Esther Jos,ephine, Luverne 
Mithu.n, Veola Martie, Glenwood 
Moe, Alice Rodge11s, Minneapolis 
Moebius, Dorothea L. M., Rush City 
Moen, Esther Theolirne, Minneapoli,s, 
Moffatt, Eve,lyn Martha, Oottonwood 
Moffat, Hazel E., Minneapolis 
Mondlock, Jo~eiph Sylvester, Roscoe 
Moody, Myrtle Marion, So. S1J. Paul 
Mloore, Eldward William, Delano 
M~e, Zenith Esther; Hasti<n1gs 
Moritz, F1orence Gene,vieve, St. Cloud 
Morton, Dorothy Eleanor, Long Lake 
Motzko, Pauline M., Long Prairie 
Muller, Ruth Alice, Minneapolis 
Munro, Mildred Lorraine, St. Vincent 
Murphy, Alice Agatha B., Annandale 
Murray, Erma Il'.ene, Pequot 
Murray, Grace Mae, Foley 
M'urray, Harr~et Amina, Howard Lake 
Murray, Mary Helen, Foley 
MuITay, Roibert Jose,pih, Foley 
Mut;z, Fredia Ila, Williston, N. D. 
Myhre, Lillie So1way, Atwater 
Myhre, Mlildred Lenora, Minneapolis 
Nadel, Sadd:e Nelly, Perham 
Nason,· Rosa Cecilia, Isle 
Neal, Anna Matildla, Murdock 
Nelson, Alfred Hans, Brewster 
Nelson, Dory,s,s Loreen, Fergus FalLs 
Neloon, Esther Regena, Barrett 
Nelson, Ethel Bernice H., Buffalo 
Nelson, Florence Betty L., Atwater 
Nelson, Helga Regena, Kerkl).oven 
Nelson, Lydia C., Litchfield '<-
Ne1s•on, -Mabel Alice, Ho-pkins 
Nelson,. Marie Cecelia, Oak Park 
Ne,1$IOIIl, Orpha Florence, St. Peter 
Nel~,on, Ruth Evelyn, Cokato 
NeLson, S'elma Evelyn, A11gyle 
Nelson, Thea B., Paynesville 
Nettsted, DoTOthy N., Pelican Rapids 
New, ThereSla. Mary Verena, Watklins 
Nielsen, Es,ther C. M'., Robbinsdale 
Nilsen, Doris Alexamdria, Cloquet 
N1o1teri1eke, Hairriet Lois, Luverne 
Nord, Millie Susa,g, Buffalo 
Noreen, Helen Vi'olet Marie, Buffalo 
No11strom, Frances Helen, Ma1ine 
Norton, Marie Ce.oelia, MinneaDolis 
Nortrup, E'lsie Marie, .Arthyde 
Nott, Blay James, Hutchinson 
Nousiainen, Hilma S., New York Mills 
Nugent, Dorothy Ellen, Sauk Rapids 
Nybakke, Richard E., Foley 
O'Connor, Grace E. B., Hrustings 
O'Donnell, Margaret, St. Louis Park 
O'Keefe, Helen Louise, Eggleston 
Okerlund, Ma:bel J., Battle Lake 
Okermrun1 Myrtle Helen, Minneapolis 
Oleson, Om Ovedia, Fe,rgus Falls 
Oliver, Oecilia Elizaibeth, Sandstone 
OJ.son, Agnes Lowisa, Canby 
Olis1on, Annie Minda, Mijlan 
Olson, Bernice Miarie, New London 
Olson, Clara .Amanda, Georgeville 
Olson, Clara Lee, Luverne 
Olson, Emma Olive, Minneapolis 
Olson, Frorence Evelyn, St. Paul 
mson, Hilder Victoria, Park RfLpicLs, 
Olson, Lillie Ruby, Granada 
Olson, Marie, Dassel 
Olson, Melvina Sophia, Minneapolis 
Olson, Myrtle Amanda, m ,arissa 
Olsen~ Olga Elenora, Ryder, N. D. 
Olson, Phntp Eddie, Barrett 
Olson, Riaymond Ensmore, Greenbush 
01s•on, Sophia Anna, Wahkon 
Omacht, Hazel Carolyn, St. Cloud 
Ottum, Audrey Madeline, St. Cloud 
Packard, Helen Mae, Minneapolis 
P<alar, F~orence Kathryn, Osakis 
Palm, Evelyn Sigrid, Ea;gle Bend 
Palmer, Mary Eleanor, Richfield 
Palme11sthelim, Marie M. A., Elma, Iowa 
Payne, Grace Mary, Buffalo 
Pearson, Mildred Johanna E., Grasston 
Pemble, Mlarjorie Ruth, Paynesville 
Pe~kins, Ev'elyn A. (1\fr,s.), Long Prairie 
Perlowski, Edythe B., Sauk Rapids 
Peterson, Agnes' Anna, Isamti 
Peteroon~,Andrew Theodore, Barrett 
Peterson, Arvid Robert, Gal"field 
Peterson, Beatrice E., Minneapolis 
Peter,son, Dorothy Ruth, Isanti 
Petersen, Elva Marie, Dawson 
Peterson, Fl•orence M., Ogilvie 
Peterson, Inga Alvildia, Madison 
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Peters1on, Mabel France,s, St. Cloud 
Peter,son, Marvel Dorothy, Appleton 
Peterson, Minnie Lavina, Mizpah 
Pfefferle, Ma11garet D., Alexandria 
Phenning, Adeline Lauretta, St. Cloud 
Picha, MaTtha Lilly, Hopkins 
Pickav,ance, William Thomas. Ely 
Pier,son, Florence Amanda. Little Falls 
Platner, Aud,rea Del1ores, Sauk Rapids 
Pohto, Emily Hilja, Cromwell 
Pohto, Mar'ie, Cro mwell 
Powers, Made,l'on A., S'an F ernando-, Cal. 
Pryor, Luclile Winifred. Glenwoo d 
Putzke, IDdythe Mary, Barnum 
Quale, Guida Luella, Murdock 
Quale, S,teUa Bertina, Nevis 
Radeck, Alice Marie, Minn eapolis 
Raden, Irep.e Evelyn Marv. Avon 
Ramsey, Selmer A .. Sauk Rapids 
Ramld,alll, Dorothy E. , Rohbinsdale 
Rasmus-s,en, Dorothy, Brainerd 
R ausch, Lolis Lillian, Howar rl Lak e 
Rea, Alfred Emereon, Md11n.a.apolis 
Reeck, Alice Florence, P aynewille 
Reeck, Myrtle Minnie. Paynesville 
Reed, Dewev H askel, Westport 
Reinardy, Rosemarie C., Hastings 
R einmuth. Edna Id·a , Appleton 
Rei,shus, Edna Olvmpfa., Ifan1ey Falls 
Reishus, E is,ther IJillian. Cotfonwood 
Reiter, Violet Lavaun. Brooten 
Rengel. Neil Albert, St . Cloml 
Reynolds, Lawrence Valery, Wright 
Ri,chiard,s~n. Althea L <tVerne, St. Cloud 
Richter, Doris Mary F., Minneapolis 
I R'ickabv, Jovce Estelle, Minne apolis . 
ii 
Riley, Marguerite' Irene, Westport 
Rilev, Mari:an . H astings 
Robison, Ardis 0., Fairmount, N. D. 
Roche, Bernadette Berthe, Avon 
Roche, Eileen Anne Mary, Avon 
,1 Rodeman, Bertha Marie, Sauk Rapids 
Rodeman, Emma M .. Sauk Rapids 
Rodgers, Hollis John , Anoka ' 
Rodin. Helga Marie. N'o. Hibbing 
Rohl, Louise Jane. Pill'a.ger 
Rommel. Margaret Edith, Minneapolis 
RonholdJt , Ohm Alnora, :\1"urdock 
Roos, Pearl Christiana. Harris 
Rosenlberger, Adrian A1'hert. St. Cloud 
Rosene, Iva A., Zimmerman 
Rosevdnk, Bertha Je,mette, Be.rtha 
Ross, M::i,ry Katharyn, Princeton 
Ruud, Esther Lenora, McGrath 
Ryan, Lucile Frances. Corvuso 
Rya,n,, Mary Helen, St. Paul 
Rydeen, Astrid A. (Mrs.). Minneapolis 
Rykken, Bl rdie Jeanette, Willmar 
St.John, Marjorie; Minneapolis 
Sallterma~, Harold · Ell; Minneapolis 
Sande11s, Irenie Mary Margaret, Brooten 
Sarff, Van Ward, St. C1ioud 
Satiher, Mary, Oanby 
SatteTlee, Kenneth, Villard 
Sauer, Marie Ann, S,t. Cloud 
Sayler, Thelma Irene, Minneapolis 
Scales, Laurene Elizabeth, St. Cloud 
Scanlon, Blanche Margaret H., Buffalo 
S-chaefer, AdeUnie Marie, Robbinsd,ale 
SchaUJfleir, Tillie M., Jordan 
Sched'in, Lloysd, Mffl,aca 
Scheflo, Borghild Magdaline, Starbuck 
Scherb-er, CoJ.etta Marie, Rogers 
Schey, Clar,a Maria, Sedan 
Schiebe, FloTence Margaret, Hopkins 
Schillewaert, Martha A. E ., Monticello 
Schillilllger, Martha H., Litt!P- Falls 
S:chlerman, Mary Agne,s, Owatonna 
S'chir.Jd, E 'dmund, Avon 
Schmitz, Gladys Bernice, Wayzata 
Schmitz, Vera Ann,e, Belg,rade 
Schmoker, Elizabeth Marie, Murdock 
S-chmoker, Julia Emilie. M.nraock 
S'chnlieder, Andrew Micheal, Albany 
Schrepel, Paul Henry, Wadena 
Schroed'er, Clara J . C., St. Cloud 
S'chultz, Nellie (Mrs.), Litchfield 
Schumann, Estelle Lucille, Rice 
Schumann, SaLome Alvera., Rice 
S'chwalen, Mildred Ida, Minneapolis 
S.chWialen, Rita R eigina, F ergus FaHs 
S,chwartz, Margacr-etha E. M. , Vesta 
S,chwarzlbauer, Lucy Mary, McGrath 
Schwarzibauer, Reglina Mary, McGrath 
Schwede, Lillian Mae, Foley 
Scfuwintek, Helen Theresa, Perham 
Scolbey, Dorothy Grace, Morris 
Secrest, Clark Henry, Malta, Mont. 
Sehlin, Edina Marry, Ops,tead 
Semans, Lu-cie ChrisUan, Elk River 
Sernallls, Ludele Joanna, Elk River 
Sen~,ek, Eliza1Jeth Ada, Sm1k Rapids . 
8ervati.us, Eug·en;ia Eva Rose, Melro-se 
Seyler, Regina CLa.ire, Powell, Wyo. 
8heggeby, Hildegard 0., Sacred Heart 
S'ilver, Eveline Henriett, Clark·field 
Simpson, Helen Margaret, Northfield 
Sister M. Ada, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Agatha, St. Cloud 
Sister M. Albert, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Anastasia, St. Cloud . 
Sister M. Arnolda, St. Joseph 
Si:ster M. Chantal, St. Jo seph 
Sister M. Charitas, St. Joseph . 
Sister M . Clarice, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Cleopha, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Cleore, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Deodata, St. Cloud 
Sister M. Ellen, St. Joseph · 
Sister M. Ernesta, St. Joseph 
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Sister M. Ethelbert, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Eunice, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Felicia, .St. Joseph 
Sister M. Gerald, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Godfrey, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Harvette, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Hilarion, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Hubertine, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Lambertine, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Laurentia, St. Cloud 
Sister M. Liliosa, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Lucille, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Lucinda, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Ludwina, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Marguerite, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Miriam, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Ortrude, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Philothea, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Ralph, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Scholastica, Waite Park 
Sister M. Venard, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Verena, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Verita, St. Joseph 
Sjoberg, Alice Charlotta, Royalton 
Sjodin, Edna Constance, Onamia 
Skarsten, Selma Carolyn, Minneapolis 
Skudlarek, Joseph Peter A., Avon 
Smedstad, Myrtle Emmeline, Starbuck 
Smith, Alice Ann, Litchfield 
Smithers, Madelon E., Minneapolis 
Snicker, Freda Amanda, Danube 
Solberg, Wanda Beatrice, Brooten 
Soll, Ellen Sophie, Minneapolis 
Sommer, Erma Elizabeth, Danvers 
Sonnesyn, Cora Lawrencia, Clarissa 
Sorlien, Nelle Melvina, Bode, Iowa 
Sparrow, Julia Leora, Sauk Rapids 
Spaude, Marian Clara M., St. Cloud 
Spencer, Katherine Elsther, Brainerd 
· Sprague, Dorothy Irene, St. Cloud 
Sprandel, Merlin Elizabeth, Little Falls 
Stafford, Edythe Z., Becker 
Stanley, Izetta Leotta, Kimball 
Stapleton, Sayde Ligouri, Montrose 
Stark, Mary Margaret, Crosby 
Steckling, Evelyn Elizabeth, St. Cloud 
Stefano, Rose Elizabeth, Gilbert 
Steffen, Ida Elsbeth, St. Cloud 
Stefflre, Mary M. A., Peever, So. Dak. 
Steil, Flora Catherine, Bird Island 
Stein, Lloyd Otto, Holdingford 
Stenbeck, Gail Louise, Wayzata 
Stengard, Helen, Nashwauk 
Stephan, Conrad Philip, Long Prairie 
Stimler, Florence Elizabeth c., Foley 
Stimmler, Bessie Geneva, Clear Lake 
Stimmler, IDarl w., Clear, Lake 
Stock, Gladys L., Paynesville 
Stockinger, Clara E. R., St. Cloud 
S'torkamp, Elsie Frances J., St. Cloud 
Strand, Agnes Odella, New Rockford 
Strohm, Esther Olive, Waite Park 
Stromgren, Hazel, Constance 
Struthers, Emma Mae, Clarissa 
Sturm, Josephine Agnes, Granada 
Sundheim, Esther S., Minneapolis 
Sutherland, Maymie, Hasty 
Sveiven, Irona, Montrose 
Swanson, Anne Ingeborg, St. Cloud 
Swanson, Edith Laurena, Lake Park 
Swenson, Iver Waldemar, Villard 
Sylvester, Lloyd Cecil, Swanville 
Taylor, Gladys Louise, St. Paul 
Teare, Eva Elizabeth, Crosby 
Tembreull, Bernardina K., Pierz 
Tesch, Ethel Ella, Hector 
Tesler, Leona, Minneapolis 
Thelander, Esther Naomi, Foreston 
Then, Emma Louise, Hastings 
Thielman, Eleanor Mary, St. Cloud 
Thielman, Philip, St. Cloud 
Thiem, Rose Henrietta, Stewart 
Thomas, Margaret E., Brookside 
Thompson, Frank Marion, Maynard 
Thompson, Lily May, Maple Plain 
Tollefson, Co.ra Ovadia, Starbuck 
Tollin, Alice Julia Fredricka, Anoka 
Torbert, Verna Ethfred, Hutchinson 
Townsend, Caroline Hope, Minneapolis 
Turula, Toivo Daniel, E'ly 
Tuttle, Bessie Roberta, St. Cloud 
Tweet, Caroline Ann, Lismore 
Twomey, Patrich Lawrence, Avon 
Uitdenbogerd, Johanna C., Rosemont 
Ulvestad, Cora, Morris 
Underhill, Violet Love, Motley 
Underwood, Genevieve Ada, St. Cloud 
Urbansky, Emmaline I., Swanville 
Vavra, Mary Bertha, Burtrum 
Veeder, Bessie Irene, Sauk Center 
Velde, Fryda. Elenora, Granite Falls 
Vesperman, Helen Marie, Brainerd 
Vos, Eleanor Mary, Holdingford 
Vossen, Rose Mary, Watkins 
Waldorf, Hattie Elizabeth, Watkins 
Walker, Irena Ida, Anoka 
Wallace, Clare Catherine, St. Paul 
Walquist, Emily Anne, Belgrade 
Walters, Sterling Thomas, Monticello 
Wambeke, Edith Irene Lucille, Frazee 
Ward, Hannah E., Anoka 
Warnecke, Ruth Anna, Hastings 
,Washburn, Catharine Arnold, Onamia 
Waterfield, Roger William, Elk River 
Weaver, Robert Jefferson, Anoka 
Weiler, Josephine Eleanor, Waite Park 
Weis, Agnes J., Sisseton, S. Dak. 
Weltzin, Elmer Matt, Battle Lake 
Wester, Frances Rita, Albany 
Westerberg, Sture Verner, St. Cloud 
Westerdahl, Lillian Mary, Cokato 
Wettels, Anna Katherine, St. Paul 
,vhannel, Catherine Arlene, Kimball 
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Wheeler,- Dorothy Helen, Wadena 
Whlssemore, Alice Belle, Minneapolis 
Whitelaw, Aileen Mae, Minneapolis 
Wicktor, Clarence Alfred, Princeton 
Wiechman, Mary Josephine, Freeport 
Wiederhold, Clara C. R., Vermillion 
Wietho:tr, Florence B., Minneapolis 
Wilhelm, Dorothy Finley, Wadena 
Williamson, Ellen L., Minneapolis 
Wing, Glen Charles, Brewster 
Wolfenden, Fannie Beth, Hillman 
Wolhart, Leta Verna Elsie, Brainerd 
Wollschlager, Helen C. D., Madison 
Wolter, Renee Mary Louise, St. Cloud 
Yager, Alfred, Howard Lake 
Yeager, Anna Myrtle, Brookpark 
Young, Margaret Eleanor, Crosby 
Youngberg, Ruth Marie, Dawson 
Youngquist, Bernice Idella, ,Grove City 
Y ounk, Clara, Royalton 
Zahler, Anastasia Margaret M., Avon 
Zahler, Louisa Harriet, St. Paul 
Zila, Florence Mary, Hutchinson 
Zila, Frances Theressa, Hutchinson 
Zniewski, Emma Frieda, Sauk Rapids 
Zuzek, Virginia Marie M., Hastings 
FOURTH-YEAR CLASS 
Five-Year Course 
Campbell, Esther Amy, Rice 
Corrigan, Frances Evelyn R., Parent 
Foster, Gail Mae, Anoka 
Johnson, Ida Louise W., Lindstrom 
Karls, Alma A., Albany 
Marsden, Carrie E. (Mrs.), Luverne 
Nolan, Inez Mae, Waite Park 
Parent, Edith Katherine, Parent 
Reed,, Virginia Esther, Willmar 
Skjeveland, Valdina M., Hanley Falls 
Thomas, Margaret Ellen, St. Cloud 
Touhey, Hannah Agnes, Beardsley 
Van Nurden, Isadora Grace, Watkins 
THIRD-YEAR CLASS 
Five-Year Course 
Apmann, Irene Martha, Rice 
Dwyer, Lauretta Cecelia, Clear Lake 
Momburg, Rose Marie, Rice 
Murn, Frances R., Parent 
Parent, Florence G., Parent 
Rassier, Helen Christene, St. Joseph 
Urbaniak, Stella Mary, St. Cloud 
Van Nurden, Adaline, Watkins 
Widman, Rose Johanna, Avon 
SECOND-YEAR CLASS 
Five-Year Course 
Barrett, Irene Marguerite, Avon 
Cline, Bernice Imogene, Kimball 
Hofmann, Rose Marie, Avon 
Korte, Joseph, Watkins 
Kutzman, Ida Marie, Avon 
Lahr, Susanna M., St. Cloud 
Nilsen, Anna Pernille, Moose Lake 
Rudnitski, Anna Florence, Gilman 
Staub, Nick, Pierz 
FIRST-YEAR CLASS 
Five-Year Course 
Baker, Minnie, Minneapolis 
Boerger, Antoinette M. I., Albany 
Carney, Elizabeth Grace, Benson 
Dybvig, Sylvia Theodora, Guthrie 
Goedderz,"Essie A., Brainerd 
Hagen, Myrtle B., Elbow Lake 
Hedren, Ceres Elida, Little Falls 
Krantz, Margaret Eva, Iona 
Maguire, Ina Pirl, Ft. Ripley 
Mohr, Helena Clara Martha, St. Cloud 
Nelson, Anna E., Wendell 
Netteland, Louise, Hazel 
O'Connor, Dagny M. (Mrs.), St. Cloud 
Seliskar, Anna Katherine, Rice 
Sister M. Bonavita, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Davora, St. Joseph · 
Sister M. Dorinda, St. Joseph 
Sister M. Euna, St. Joseph 
Storaker, Petra Helene, Montevideo 
Tharp, Christinia, Bertha 
Toemmes, Teresa Marie, Regal 
Welsmann, Henry I., Cold Springs 
Whitaker, Kenneth LeRoy, St. Cloud 
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MINNESOTA COUNTIES REPRESENTED 
Women 
Aitkin . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 15 
Anoka . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . 22 
Becker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Beltrami . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
B,enton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 
Big Stone . . . . . . . ... . . . . . 9 
Carlton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Carver . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 5 
Cass . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 6 
Chippewa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
Chisago . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 14 
Cottonwood . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Crow Wing . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
Douglas . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . 17 
Faribault . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Fillmore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Goodhue . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . 2 
Grant . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . 20 
Hennepin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 181 
Hubbard .... ... . , . .. . . . . . 7 
Isanti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Itasca . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Kanabec . . ... . .. ... . . . . . . 13 
Kandiyohi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 
Kittson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Koochiching . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Lac qui Parle. . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
Lake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Lake of the Woods. . . . . . 1 
Le Sueur............ .. . . 2 
Lincoln . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 5 
Lyon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
McLeod . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
Mahnomen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Marshall . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 5 
Martin . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 10 
Meeker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 
Mille Lacs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
Morrison . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 
Murray . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Nicollet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Nobles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Norman.. . ... ... .... . . . . 1 
Otter Tail. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
Pennington . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Pine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 































Polk . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 7 
Pope .. ... .. . .. . , . . .. . .. . 28 
Ramsey . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 29 
Red Lake..... . .. . . .... .. 3 
Redwood . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1 
Renville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
Rice . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Rock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Roseau . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
St. Louis . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . 57 
Scott . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Sherburne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 
Sibley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Stearns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 270 
Steele . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Stevens . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 20 
Swift . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 28 
Todd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 
Traverse . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . 1 
Wabasha.... . .. . .. ...... 3 
Wadena... . .. ..... ... . .. 19 
Waseca . ... .... . : . . . . . . . 1 
Washington . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
Watonwan......... ..... 1 
Wilkin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Wright . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70 




California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Oolorado . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Illinois ......... , . . . . . . . . 1 
Iowa . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 4· 
Missouri . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 2 
Montana . . . . ... . . ... . . . . . 1 
North Dakota. . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
South Dakota. . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Wisconsin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Wyoming . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
40 
1,526 

























ST. CLOUD, MINNESOTA 
SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENT 
· ( Including the Summer Session of 1925) 
COLLEGE DEPARTMENT 
Two-Year Course-
Senior Class . ... ... . .... .. . .... . ...... ... . . .. . . .. . 
Junior Class .............. . . . . .. . .. .. . .. ... . .. .... . 
Five-Year Course-
Senior Class ....... . . .... .......... . ... . .. .. .... . 
Junior Class .. ...... ....... ... . ... .. .. ...... . .. .. .. . 
Third-Year Class ....... . . .. . .. . . . .... . ... ... . ..... . 
Second-Year Class . .. .. ... . . . ...... ... ..... .. ... . .. . 
First-Year Class. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Special Students .. .. .. .... ... . . .... . . .. . ... . . .. . . ... . . ... . . 
Total number of men enrolled .. . ... . ... ... .... .. . .... ... . . 
Total number of women enrolled ....... . . . . . . ............. . 
Diplomas awarded . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
To tal enrollment . . ... . . 
TRAINING DEPARTMENT 
Eighth Grade .. ...... . ......... .. .. ...... . . .. . ...... . . . . .. . 
Seventh Grade ..... . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .... . . . ..... .... . . .. . . 
Sixth Grade ....... .. . . ... . . . .... .. . . ............ . .. . . . '. .. . 
Fifth Grade . . . ..... .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . ...... . . .. . ... ... . ... . .. . 
Fourth Grade .......... . ... . . .. . . ... ... . . .. .. ......... . ... . 
Third Grade . . ....... ..... ....... . ....... . .... .... . .. . . . .. . 
Second Grade ........ ... .... .. .... . . ... .. . . .... .. . . .... ... . 
First Grade .. . . ... ...... .. . . . ... .... . . . ..... ... ... . . ... . .. . 
Kindergarten . ......... .... ........ . .... .. . .. . ... ...... .. . 




























MINNESOTA ST ATE TEACHERS COLLEGES 
High~School Record and Recommendation 
By principal or su.perintendent, to be mailed by him direct to the college office 
I certify that ............................................................... .. ..... ................................ was graduated 
............................ .............. , 19 ........ , from the high school at.. ...................................................... , 
and ranked in grade of work N'o .. ... .. ...... .. from the head of h .............. class of.. ................... . 
members. This student spent ............ years in high school, making the following record: 
ACADEMIC SUBJECTS 
SUBJECT of School Board or SUBJECT of School Board or I Year Local State No. I Year •1 Local State I No 





, LANGUAGE German 
I J {French 
_..... (Foreign) . 
Latin 
-····· · ·-·--- -·- ----- --- ---,-----· --- F1·rst Year 
······ -··· ·--·-·----1 ----- -- -- ----- ---- ---··-.--- --·-·--
Fourth Year ·- -------- ----- -- -- -·-------- -,---- -- ---- Second Year ... . _. __ __!_ __ --· --- ·---- ··---1 .. _._ ... _ . 
....................... -.......... .... -------- --------- -- --------- --!---------- Third Year I I I 
GENERAL SCIENCE I Fourth Year :::: ____ ) 1 I 
Gen. Bio log. Sci. -- ------ ·------- ------- ----- MATHEMATICS / I J 
Gen. ~hysic. Sci. I -------/---- -----:-------- -- Algebra, Elem. __ -·- ·--··- ------··:··-- -···-· 
Chemistry ·--------- ---------- ---- --- -- ----------- Algebra, Higher 
I I I I ! I . HI~:: ~:~~;i~ ScI. 1·-- -- ----r ----·---i- -----·---:--- -·-- -- ~:::::~~: !!:e ..  _  ._} _ : : 
································ ••···· .................... . 
Modern World i _____ ____ _ l__ _ . __ _ .J. _______ _I ___ ___ __ .. ! l 
...................... History I I I I ................................ -..... ___ l __________ ! ____ ... J __ _ . ___  _________ _c:_•···--- ----_-----········· ······.····· ·····1 -~~ -~ 
____ __ __:_S'::'..:P~E CTACbEPARTMENT SUBJECTS 
AGRICULTURE I . I I 1HOME ECONOMICS 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I : .•. : ~······••i·•·• 1 ~:~~· · ······l··········i l•········· 
~=MS,Cm Su,,. ··········1········1········ !·········1,;;;;;;;~~ ~;~;~· ·······1········1·········1 ···· 
::: ••••••L i : i t ~;;; I. J J L 
I hereby commend this student to the .......................................... .............................. State 
Teachers College as a person of upright character, good health, and general fitness for 
teaching. This student 5 has a l physical deformity and 5 has l been refused admis• 
I has no ) I has not I 
sion to a normal training department. 
···················································································· ·· ·· ··················································· ······················· 
························ ·· ······ ···· ·································································· ·· ·· ···························· ·························· ·· 
Passing mark. ................. .. .. .. % 
Signed ............ ..... ..... ....... ..... .... .... .... .... .. ..... ........... i ~:~:. 
Dated ...... ................ ........ ... .... ....... ............ , 192 ....... . 
MINNESOTA ST ATE TEACHERS COLLEGES 
Application for Admission 
(To be filled by the student and forwarded to the college as early as possible and in any event at 
least ten days before arrival) 
I hereby apply for admission to ......................... ............. ... ... .......... State Teachers College 
Name .......... .... ... ................... ................... ..... ............................. ........... Age in years .................. .. 
Address ............................................................................ Street No ........... .. ...... .......... .............. . . 
Name of parent or guardian ..... , .............. .......... ....................................... ............... .. .............. . . 
Graduate of what accredited high school ? ........ ................ ... ..... ... .. ...... ....... .... ........ 192 ....... . 
Or of what private or parochial schooJ ? .................................................................. 192 ....... . 
Name your activities in high school, such as glee club, school paper, athletics, 
dramatics, etc .......................................... .. .... .. .............................. ....... ...................... ... .... .... . 
Holder of what teacher's certificate ? ............................... ............. M'onths taught ..... ....... .. . . 
Attended a teachers .college ? ...................... .. If so, where? ................................................. .. . 
Name any school work pursued since high school and state why you withdrew 
Number of advance (beyond high school) credits presented, if any? ..... .......... ............ . 
Check (before the name) the curriculum you _wish to pursue. 
GENERAL: Primary; Intermediate ; 
Four-year Program and Degree 
\ Grammar Grades or -
I Junior High School 
SPECIAL: Kindergarten ; Manual Training; Music; 
Physical Education; . . . Rural Education; 
Date ........................................... ......................... 19 ....... . 
Nou:: Registration will be incomplete until .the certified high-school record (upon the official 
form) has reached the college office. The applicant for admission must assume this responsibility, 
requesting that the form be filled in by the superintendent or principal and mailed by him direct 
to the college. 
LA WREKCE HALL 
SHOEMAKER HALL 
